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Tuition Hikes in the
Future for MSU

Online University

The Montclarion | Mark Banas
The Montclarion | Ratanjot Rekhi

Students and faculty were able to express their opinions on a possible tuition increase for the fall 2011
semester inside University Hall.
Ratanjot Rekhi
News Editor

The Board of Trustees held
their annual public-session
tuition hearing last week dur-

ing which students and faculty
were invited to voice their opinions in three-minute slots. With
Gov. Chris Christie’s proposed
lift on the tuition cap, this event
brought a record number of par-

ticipants.
Tuition for the 2011-2012 academic year will be established
at the July Board of Trustees
Meeting. However, students
were encouraged to attend last

Craig McCarthy
Staff Writer

Starting in fall 2011,
Montclair State University will
be offering fully online Masters
degree programs as well as
increasing the number of online

Tuition Continued on Page 5

Is Foursquare
a Danger?

Relay Continued on Page 7

Rachel's Challenge Promotes
Awareness

The Montclarion | Joseph Lisnow

At the end of the presentation, students were able to sign a banner
that they accepted Rachel's Challenge.
Joseph Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

The Montclarion | Mark Banas

Nicole Simonetti
Assistant News Editor

Innovations in social media have allowed us to talk
to people around the world,
view pictures of the lives of
people we don’t even know
and stay tuned in to what

our friends are doing. Now a
new door has been opened by
the “location-based” application for smart-phones called
foursquare.
According to the creators
of foursquare, Dennis Crowley and Naveen SelvaduFoursquare Continued on Page 7
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and hybrid classes for undergraduates, according to Willard
Gingerich, provost and president of academic affairs. The
announcement was made at the
Board of Trustees meeting on
April 14.
“The whole landscape of
online education is shifting rad-

With the passing of the 11year anniversary of the Columbine shooting, Montclair
State University hosted Rachel’s Challenge on Monday
where emotions ran high at
an event that promotes kindness and compassion and
seeks to eliminate prejudice.
“We all have a story and
will be remembered for
something,” said Cody Hodges, full-time speaker for Rachel’s Challenge. “Not for all
these things that we think

are so important, but who we
are and how we treat people.
We’re all different. Our beliefs are different. But we all
want to be treated the same
way. No matter what are differences are we all want to
be treated the same way.”
The hour-long presentation began at 2:40 p.m. on
the 7th floor of University
Hall with approximately
125-150 people present, according to Hodges.
Hodges is one of four speakers who travel the country
and speak on how Rachel
Scott’s story has affected

over 15 million people.
“It’s been great both times
I was here,” said Hodges. “I
feel it was so well received.
The story is so powerful that
hopefully people will walk
out of here different for the
rest of their lives. That’s the
exciting thing about this.”
Rachel Scott was the first
victim of the Columbine High
School shooting on April 20,
1999. That day, 12 students,
one teacher and the two perpetrators (who committed
suicide) were killed in the
deadliest high school shooting in American history.
The presentation consisted
of Hodges speaking spliced
in with a video presentation.
The video included 911 calls
from that fatal day, comments from Rachel’s brother
Craig, father Darrell and
classmates. Letters and poems written by Rachel as
well as news footage were
also shown.
“I was here for class credit
but after coming here I was
really inspired,” said senior
Elvis Bueno. “It brought a
tear to my eye.”
Scott Shan, a junior, said,
“I thought it was a powerful presentation. I think it’s
great that he does this and
I’m at a loss for words right
now. I’m definitely going to
accept Rachel’s Challenge.”
Challenge Continued on Page 6
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A student reported that her lost credit card had been fraudulently used
to make unauthorized purchases at an off-campus location. This case is
under investigation.
Student Robert Testa was arrested for possession of marijuana under 50
grams and possession of drug paraphernalia while in Fenwick Hall. Testa
is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.
A student reported being the victim of harassment and an act of domestic violence. The student declined to pursue a criminal complaint and
was offered victim services.
A student reported the theft of her iPod Touch from a room in Freeman
Hall. This case is under investigation.
Student Krystyna Cortez was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct while in Williams Hall. Cortez is scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
A student reported her unsecured vehicle, which was parked at The
Village, had been burglarized and personal items were stolen. This case
is under investigation.

On April 16: A student reported being harassed by an identified non-student male

8 On April 18:
9On April 18:

while at an event at the Student Center. The victim declined to pursue
criminal complaints.

A student reported the theft of her wallet that was left unattended in the
computer lab in University Hall. This case is under investigation.
Students Elsa Rodriguez, lleana Gutierez, Jorge Garcia and Michelle
Delvalle were arrested and charged with possession of marijuana under
50 grams while in Stone Hall. Gutierez was additionally charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia. The defendants are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

student reported the theft of her parking hangtag from her unsecured
10On April 18: Avehicle
in Carparc Diem. This case is under investigation.
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Is THIS how your events are being publicized ?
Are you STILL using flyers or chalk to advertise?
Does ANYONE outside your organization
KNOW about your organization?
Would you like to INCREASE your
organization’s visibility AND event attendance?
Would you like it for FREE ?
Contact The Montclarion and learn how your
organization can earn FREE advertising!
Call 973-655-5237, or send an email to:

MontclarionAds@gmail.com
Availability is LIMITED, and distributed on a
“FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED” basis.
ACT NOW, before it’s to late!
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Film Cage Tightens Up Rental Rules
Haylee Lenkey
Staff Writer

As a result of last June’s theft of
$30,000 of equipment from the Film
Cage in Calcia Hall, the Cage has
become stricter with overall rental
rules and regulation.
However, a rising number of students enrolling in the film major
coupled with the miscommunication
between students and Cage operators
regarding rental rules has resulted
in complaints directed towards the
Cage.
In order to rent an item from the
Cage, one must first be either a film
major or be in a film class. The Cage
is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and in
order to procure an item, a student
must simply place a request. He or
she will be able to rent it on a Monday-Wednesday, Wednesday-Friday
or Friday-Monday basis.
“It’s gotten a lot more strict since
the program got bigger, but the rules
and regulations have changed a long
with that,” said BFA film major Chelsea Smith.
“More students are taking out
equipment, so there are more incidents with equipment breaking and
being lost. But I haven’t experienced
a problem,” Smith said.
The Cage maintains that very few
students are denied equipment, but
they also note that more intricate,
expensive equipment is usually reserved for higher-level students that
have a greater need for the gear.
Tony Pemberton, head professor
of the film department said, “People
usually complain about the deposit
[system] we used to have. Students
would pay $25 at the beginning of
the semester and would get it back
at the end.
“We did this to ensure we’d get
the equipment back. When students
wouldn’t pick up the money or if they

The Montclarion | Jillian Keats

Rental rules from the Film Cage have gotten stricter.
forgot about it, they would complain,” Pemberton said.
The Cage, which does not receive
funding from the University, currently purchases its own production

insurance.
Students are only fined for equipment if the item is damaged or lost.
When an item is indeed damaged, a
claim can only be made if the price is

$1,000 or above. In these instances,
the Cage works fairly to establish
how much a student will pay for the
item.
One student, who wishes to remain
anonymous, said that complaints are
often made by uninformed students
and that if students took the time to
learn the rules and regulations of the
Cage system, many problems could
be avoided.
In light of the combined occurrences of theft, growth in the department
and complaints, the department is
currently trying to resolve the situation by hiring an in-staff member of
faculty to permanently take care of
Film Cage administrative duties.
“We have $100,000 worth of equipment right now. The students [who
work] do the best they can, but it’s
a troublesome job. I think there will
be an answer this year on an administrator working in the Cage,” Pemberton said.
In the past, the department did
not have justification for this position, but now that the film program
has increased in enrollment, the position could possibly be created next
year.
Any student wishing to raise a
problem, concern or complaint should
directly contact the Film Cage first
by calling 973-655-4094.

Information About The Cage
Hours: Monday, Wednesday, Friday from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Students must pay a $25 deposit to rent equipment
The deposit is returned at the end of the semester
The Cage is not open on weekends
Phone Number: 973-655-4094

Webster and Stone Remain Offline
Blanton Hall to be Evaluated for Upcoming Semester
Jeremy Grossman
Staff writer

Weeks after the announcement that
Blanton, Webster and Stone Residence
Halls would not be available for room
selection, Residential Education and
Services Executive Director Dominic
Petruzzelli has announced the current
state of residential affairs.
“We are keeping Webster and Stone
offline to be utilized for temporary student space in the unlikely event the

from our previous years.”
Additionally, Petruzzelli made clear
that students who wish to live on campus next year may still submit a $300
housing application fee to the Bursar’s
Office as soon as possible.
While Residential Education is making an effort to please all students, not
everyone is able to receive their first
choice of housing. Freshman Alex Dadon and current resident of Freeman
Hall was hoping to spend her sopho-

All-female dorm, Webster Hall, remains offline.
right down the hall!” Dadon said with
a smile.
It may be difficult to get a room in
Russ next year, but students who have
not made their final housing decisions
still have plenty of options.
“We do have some of our hall communities completely filled and have

Blanton Hall will be evaluated for improvements.
Heights is not completed by September
1,” Petruzzelli said.
“We are also looking at these spaces
for short-term administrative office
space,” Petruzzelli said.
In regards to Blanton, Petruzzelli
said, “Blanton remains offline and will
be evaluated by our facilities management staff regarding any capital improvements that need to be made.”
Petruzzelli also discussed the record
number of students that received housing. “Nearly 2400 students received
housing this year, which is an increase

The Montclarion | Ratanjot Rekhi

additional spaces available throughout
select buildings on campus,” Petruzzelli said.
For more information on housing options, students can visit the Residential
Education and Services Office in Bohn
Hall, visit the website, or call the office
at 973-655-5188.

The Montclarion | Ratanjot Rekhi

more year in Russ Hall, as she was
fond of the “big rooms” and “quiet environment.” Unfortunately for Dadon,
she was unable to receive residency in
Russ Hall, and will continue to live in
Freeman for her sophomore year.
“I was sad, kinda bummed out,” Dadon said. “I’m glad I was able to stay in
Freeman, though, where I’m already
comfortable, so it wasn’t the end of the
world.”
There is certainly one perk to living
in Freeman that Dadon wouldn't have
had in Russ. “My boyfriend is gonna be

The Montclarion | Ratanjot Rekhi

Stone Hall remains offline.
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Dipset Reunion Kicks Off Passionate Controversies
The screening of “The Passion of the Christ” and
Montclairfest
Nicole Simonetti
Assistant News Editor

Montclair State University hosted a
music-blaring, bass-thumping concert
last Thursday when Grammy-nominated American rapper and actor Cam’ron
performed with fellow rappers.
Chart-topping rapper Juelz Santana
and Jim Jones accompanied Cam’ron.
What made this concert so exciting was
that this was “like a reunion tour,” according to Nicaury Santana, concerts
chair of the programming board.
Santana was able to book hip-hop
group The Diplomats, also known as
Dipset. Cam’ron and Jones performed
together starting in 1997. Juelz Santana joined the group in 2000.
Cam’ron and Jim Jones had a falling out in 2007 which resulted in the
group breaking up. The two announced
in 2010 that their feud was over. The
group came back with a bang and
about 300 Montclair State students got
to witness it.
The group performed favorites like,
“We Fly High,” “Hey Ma,” “The Whis-

tle Song,” and their newest song, “Salute.” From the sounds of the students’
screams, it was proof that the concert
went well.
Junior Nicole DeBari said the performance “exceeded her expectations.”
Many students around her agreed.
The SGA programming board planned
the concert in three days. “I think it
was good,” Santana said. “The outcome
was really good for it being so last minute. It was difficult but word travelled
quickly.”
Junior Gerard Meyer found out
through e-mail on Tuesday about the
concert and the performance was on
Thursday. He immediately contacted
his friends and stood on line for tickets
the next day.
“Dipset is one of my favorite groups
of all time and it was nice to hear all
the music I grew up listening to,” Meyer said. “Great job MSU.”
Students paid $10 for a ticket to see
Dipset perform, and every seat in the
Student Center Ballroom was excellent. The Ballroom was rowdy from
about 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.

the arrival of Holocaust survivor and guest speaker Gina Lanceter provoked controversey among
several students and faculty. The events were not
scheduled at the same time, but some students
object to the way Jewish people are portrayed in
the film. Check www.themontclarion.org for students' thoughts and a statement from Jim Chern,
chaplain and director of the Newman Catholic
Center.

Graduating Seniors
Prepare for Senior Week

The Montclarion | Ratanjot Rekhi

Students lined up to purchase tickets for senior week as UPD managed the line.

The Montclarion | Nicole Simonetti

Juelz Santana performed at the Student Center Ballroom.

check out the details and more pictures
at themontclarion.org

Tuition
Continued From Page 1
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The Board of Trustees, along with Dr. Cole, discussed a potential tuition increase.
week’s hearing, according to Dr. Susan
Cole.
“It is really important that you talk
to us about it and it is important for us to
hear you,” said Dr. Cole. “It is also important that you talk to your legislators and
let them know [that] what’s important
for higher education is absolutely critical
to your future and to the future of this
state.”
With over 18,000 students currently
enrolled at Montclair State, many students came out to voice their opinions on
the issue.
Sophomore commuter student Yasmin
Begum hoped that this meeting would
allow the Board to see the various positions that students are in. A biology
major with hopes of becoming a doctor,
Begum said, “It stresses me out a lot. I
worry all the time if I don’t get financial
aid or a scholarship for medical school
like I do now.”
“This board spends a lot of time thinking about how it can keep the institution
affordable,” said Dr. Cole. “I can assure
you that when [the board] does raise
tuition, it raises it as little as possible
and it does so with no joy whatsoever.”
Despite Dr. Cole’s reassurance, sophomore Diana Cabezas said, “I feel that I
have the need to explain to [the Board]
that raising tuition is going to prevent a
lot of students from graduating.
“I get approximately $5,000 in financial aid a year and have three other
siblings. I don’t know if I’m going to be
offered that money again next year,” said
Cabezas. “It’s going to be hard for me to
complete college and even harder for my

siblings to even get started.”
According to Dr. Pennington, “Any
possible increase will be determined by
the Board following the adoption of the
state budget.”
Many Montclair State students paralleled the potential tuition increases with
the vast amount of construction on campus. The Heights will be opening up this
fall, Finley Hall is undergoing a complete
renovation, and talks of a new business
building are in the works.
“As a commuter student, I don’t think
it’s fair to make me pay for someone
else’s living space,” said freshman Ksenia
Lebedeva.
According to Dr. Pennington, funds for
the new dorms come out of an auxiliary
budget. “Students pay tuition and fees
and other charges based on a specific
purpose. For example, a student who is
charged for a room is paying to live on
campus – if that is not on your bill then no
money you are paying to attend Montclair
State is going toward the costs of living
on campus,” Dr. Pennington said.
“A charge for … a meal plan is going
toward the cost of that student’s meals.
It is not going toward paying for courses, parking, labs or anything else,” Dr.
Pennington said. “Tuition is the cost
of attending and getting your in-class
education. Likewise, tuition does not pay
for the shuttle buses, parking lots or the
Student Center.”
Dr. Cole feels that the University is
working very hard to satisfy its students
considering the current economic state.
“We have had historic-size cuts and we
are doing the very best we can and we

continue to provide [the students] with
a high quality education even with those
cuts. We will continue to work hard to do
that,” Dr. Cole said.
“I transferred from Monmouth because
they raised tuition too much. I plan on
graduating from Montclair, so I hope they
don’t do the same thing Monmouth did,”
junior Melissa Aviles said.
Aviles receives approximately $2,000
in financial aid and hopes to work as a
counselor for adolescents once she is able
to graduate.
“I’m hoping that they’ll see that instead
of helping the college by raising tuition,
they’re actually hindering it,” Aviles
said.
However, Dr. Cole reiterated that
“Montclair State has among the lowest
tuitions in the state, even among public
institutions, because we work so hard to
keep it low.”
MSU currently has a $10,113 rate for
in-state undergraduate tuition and fees
for the fall 2010 and spring 2011 semesters. The College of New Jersey charges $13,273, Rutgers charges $12,560,
Ramapo College charges $11,874 and
Kean University charges $9,814.
See the text box on this page for prices
for out-of-state tuitition prices.
If Gov. Christie’s proposed budged cuts
to colleges and student aid programs are

passed, funding to many public institutions will be cut by approximately 15 percent. Financial aid would be limited and
a decrease in merit-based scholarships
will be seen.
“I received a significant amount of
financial aid, as did my friends. I also
have a large number of friends that no
longer attend school due to decreases in
Pell Grants and other financial aid,” said
junior Matt Lajeskie.
“Each legislator, year after year, has
cut the budget for public higher education,” said Dr. Cole. “They will keep
cutting the budgets for public higher education, as much as we argue against it,
until the electorate tells them that that is
not what we want them to do.”
Richard Wolfson, President of the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT)
Local 1904, the Union representing
Montclair State University Faculty,
Professional Staff and Librarians, said,
“I am distressed that our governor has
not capped tuition as has been done in the
past. I ask the board, ‘Please do not raise
tuition more than absolutely necessary.
Please consider reinstating merit-based
scholarships.’”
Despite faculty and students coming
together about this issue, the state of the
tuition increases are yet unknown.

Out-of-State tuition cost for colleges in N.J.

		
		

MSU: $18,445
Rutgers: $24,316
Kean: $15,404
Ramapo: $19,678
TCNJ: $22,659
Information Obtained from a Packet Provided by the Board of Trustees
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Challenge
Continued From Page 1
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Cody Hodges travels the country to tell the story of Rachel Scott, the first victim of
the Columbine High School shooting.
Craig Scott was in the library of
Columbine High School as the two
student gunmen entered. At that
time, students were told to hide under the desks where he was joined by
his two friends. They were both shot
to death soon after, but Scott was
spared when the sprinkler system
went off and the gunmen soon left.
Scott told Hodges that when he
speaks at schools across the country, he attempts to inform them of
the dangers of prejudice. “Encourage
people to eliminate prejudice,” Scott
said. “I saw prejudice at its very
worst. I saw one of my best friends
die because of the color of his skin. It
doesn’t matter where you go, but encourage people to get rid of the hate.
Look for the best in other people.”
The thought that his life would never be normal ran through his mind,
Scott said in the video presentation.
He soon realized he needed to “forgive those two boys” to move on with
the rest of his life. He attributed his
ability to do so to Rachel’s love and
compassion for others.
Hodges spoke about the two shoot-

ers who had watched the same violent movie 200 times in a two-month
span leading up to the shooting.
The shooters were reciting lines
from the movie as they fired shots in
the library. Scott, who has since gone
to college to pursue a degree in film,
hopes to make movies that have a
positive effect on people. He has devoted his life to those who lost theirs
that day.
“We are influenced by the things
we put in our life,” said Scott. He
spoke about a two-page essay found
under Rachel’s bed after her death titled “My Ethics, My Codes of Life.” In
it, she challenged the reader to start
a chain reaction of kindness and compassion.
There were five challenges that
came from Rachel’s writings. They
were to look for the best in others,
dare to dream, choose positive influences, have kind words and start a
chain reaction.
Hodges described this presentation as a powerful story that changed
his life and today he is exited that it
might change someone else’s.

Hodges spoke about his life and how
no one is “ever too old to stop dreaming.” He spoke about how he got a full
football scholarship at Texas Tech
University, a part of the Big 12 Conference at the time. On the third day
of practice, he blew out his shoulder
and was out of commission for the remainder of his freshman year.
The doctors told him he wouldn’t
play again, but he ignored them and
persevered. He sat on the bench for
the next two years as his coaches told
him to “go somewhere else” because
they quit believing in him. He eventually played such a great season in
his senior year that he became part of
the NFL’s Tennessee Titans in 2006.
“Somebody else should not determine your dreams,” said Hodges. “I
share my story because of all the reasons my dream was impossible. I was
from a small town. Nobody from the
town went to college, let alone play
sports there.
“I heard all the reasons why I could
accomplish my dreams and that’s
why I share my story with all of you,”
Hodges said.
The Scott family found six diaries
after Rachel’s death. She had one of
them with her on the day of her murder. It was shown on the projector
screen with a chunk missing from the
cover; one of the bullets that struck
her went through her journal.
“We don’t have to be average,”
Hodges said. “We can all be great
and make a difference if we choose
to. Forgive that person you’re mad at
today.”
Rachel Scott was an admirer of
Anne Frank, according to Hodges,
and it was one of the reasons why she
kept a diary. Hodges found it ironic
that Hitler was ultimately responsible for Frank's death, and that same
ideology influenced the shooters who
killed Rachel.
“Our character shouldn’t change so
easily,” Hodges said. “Our character
should be the same all the time.”
Rachel Scott was known as some-
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one who reached out to students who
were disabled, new to the school and
picked on or put down by others.
One Columbine student, Adam, was
born with disabilities and was frequently picked on, according to Hodges. One day, Rachel stepped between
him and two bullies who were picking
on him after seeing that nobody was
going to step in. The bullies stepped
down and Rachel and Adam became
good friends. In the video presentation, Adam said that he had been
planning to kill himself, but Rachel
made him change his mind.
“We remember the positive and
negative comments,” Hodges said.
“The fact that we can remember a
time when words were spoken to us
shows that they have power. So I encourage you to use words that build
people up.”
The presentation concluded as
Hodges had the audience close their
eyes and think about people whom
they care the most about, while picturing their faces and telling them
that they are loved.
All of the guests in attendance were
asked to sign a banner in the back of
the room that said “I accept Rachel’s
Challenge.”
“Today you can start over,” Hodges
said. “You write your own story.”
Hodges said that his time at MSU
had been great, as he spoke about
how friendly the campus is.
On the day of the presentation, he
went to Café Diem with two students
he had just met. When he approached
the register all he had was debit and
credit on him, the two forms of payment that are not accepted. One of the
students who was with him allowed
him to use their meal plan card.
Hodges said that being polite and
issuing small acts of kindness like
this can go a long way.
Anyone wanting more information on Rachel’s Challenge is asked
to visit www.rachelschallenge.org
and to also join the Facebook group
“Remember Rachel Scott.”
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Degree
“If I am going to pay as much as anyone else I would want to be there because
I learn more,” said senior Daniel Paul
Miller.
Senior Meaghan Bracchitta said, “I
would not mind if most classes became
hybrid, but there should most definitely
be a choice in the matter as some students need the consistency of the face-toface standard instruction to excel in their
classes.”

“I think it takes away from
the credibility of the university, but it is good for adults
with full time jobs that need
to take care of families.”
Jason Korman
MSU Student

Along with these online programs,
Montclair will also be “promoting the creation of hybrid courses,” Gingerich said.
“We want to develop and support independent online course development through
Blackboard and Elluminate.”
The online programs will have the
same class size as in-person sessions.
Montclair is also planning to set up fulltime technical support starting in the
fall.
Gingerich said, “We were not fully
geared up to do all of that for the summer
and winter sessions. We are getting better at it and we are preparing to be more
thorough.”
The programs have not been announced
yet and are still pending on building support services and course developments.
The University will release more information on this upcoming program in the
near future.

7

Foursquare

Continued From Page 1

ically away from the disreputable image
that it got initially from its association
with proprietary, and in some cases, even
exploitative organizations,” Gingerich
said.
They propose to make 30 percent of
classes available online and change every
class with the necessary potential to a
hybrid course, said Associate Professor
Dr. William Sullivan. However, Sullivan
has a different view regarding these new
course offerings.
“It doesn’t make sense for many of
our students,” Sullivan said. “If it fits
for them, by all means do it, but do not
force it.”
Students have mixed reactions regarding the change. “I wouldn’t be happy if I
couldn’t choose between hybrid and regular classes,” said senior Jaclyn Buglino.
“When you work and go to school it is just
better to have options.”
Senior Jason Korman said, “I think
it takes away from the credibility of the
university, but it is good for adults with
full time jobs that need to take care of
families.”
According to Gingerich, these new,
fully online programs are not geared
for the typical Montclair student. The
demographic for these types of online
programs are individuals who are 25-40,
are employed and career-driven.
“We are not looking to move existing
students into online programs, we are
looking to add students who are not currently in our programs,” Gingerich said.
These programs are to be structured
by departments with extensive course
development in order that they remain
consistent with the other courses in the
program. Programs will be offered in sets
of eight-week consecutive semesters.
They are being created in a standard
template by faculty teaming up with
instructional designers, who are information technology experts on Blackboard.
There will be a fee with the online
courses but this will be offset by not having to pay fees associated with utilities
on campus. However, tuition is set to be
the same as in-person classes, and not all
students are pleased.

news
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rai, the application allows users to
“check-in” and update their location
and activities. For example, the post
may say something like, “Jane Smith
has checked into University Hall.”
You can also include information
about the people you went with, and
a brief review of your experience.
After racking up over 8 million users, adding 35,000 new ones every
day, it seems as if foursquare might
be the newest trend in social media.
However, this tracking software
could have unintended consequences.
“It’s an unfortunate reality but
there will be probably be [cases] that
result from the application,” said Lt.
Kieran Barrett of the MSUPD.
Foursquare has been criticized
for revealing too much private information, but the same has been said
about nearly every other social media website. Barrett said that people
have become “more sensible” about
taking advantage of these sites’ privacy settings.
Foursquare’s privacy page states,
“The bottom line is that we understand how important privacy is to
you. From the beginning we’ve been
working hard to build a range of robust privacy controls into the foursquare experience to give users control over the amount of information
they share about a location.”
While foursquare offers privacy
settings, the responsibility ultimate-

ly falls on the user. It is their choice
to use the settings in a safe manner.
As of now, according to Barrett,
there have been no cases on Montclair State University’s campus involving foursquare, although there
have been a few resulting from Facebook and the anonymous-question
website, Formspring.
These cases involved harassment
and stalking, so the MSUPD is preparing for the worst when it comes
to foursquare. According to Barrett,
they have been working with detective bureaus to study “emerging
trends” in cases and what possible
social media websites are involved.
Foursquare was launched out of
Austin, Tex., in 2009 by Crowley and
Selvadurai. The creators did not anticipate concerns over safety or the
need to protect users’ privacy. They
had the idea to “turn life into a video
game,” Crowley said.
Foursquare not only gives users the
ability to let the public know about
their locations, it’s an online game as
well.
The more places users “check-in”
to, the more points they are rewarded. Those points could amount to
earning a badge or eventually becoming a mayor. Users lose points if they
go to the same place too many times.
“The principle of a lot of this stuff is
just to encourage people to stop going
to the same places, start doing more
interesting things,” said Crowley.

Foursquare was launched in 2009
Users: Over 8 million worldwide, adding around 35,000 new users each day
Check-ins per day: Over 2.5 million, with over half a billion check-ins in the last
year
Businesses: Over 250,000 using the Merchant Platform
Foursquare can be used via text message if the user doesn't have a smartphone
information obtained from https://foursquare.com/about
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The Dangers of Illegal Downloads
Nick Verhagen
Staff writer

Many people think that when they
download songs for free, they aren’t
hurting anyone. Unfortunately for
them, however, if they get caught they
can pay up to $150,000 for every file
downloaded illegally. Why risk jail
time when they could just pay $1 from
iTunes?
Many people nowadays download
music “illegally” through the Internet.
In a study done by Matthias Duenner,
a undergraduate student at California
State University, “According to the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI), in 2005 about
37 percent, or one out of every three
CDs sold, was an illegal copy.”
This is a perfect example of how most
of us shrug illegal downloading off as
if it is no big deal. People figure that
most things that are illegal are usually either hard to do or are secretly
performed; downloading music off of
a website is very quick and simple. A
lot of places emphasize how quick and
easy it is to do so people will download
more and tell their friends about it.
When you pay either 99 cents or $1.29
for a song on iTunes, you’re not simply
paying iTunes and Apple for that song.
A certain percentage of that goes to the
artist, the manager, the recording studio, the record label, distributor, etc.
By the end of it, the artist may only be
making five cents for every song downloaded through iTunes. When you take
that five cents and multiply it by how
many songs are illegally downloaded
each day, it turns out that the artist
and everyone involved are actually losing money. Those who think that they
are just stealing from the artist are
wrong; they’re actually stealing from
about 10 people, if not more.
When asked how she felt about illegally downloading music, Montclair State
freshman Stephanie Mancini couldn’t
have made her point any clearer. “I

The Montclarion | Mark Banas

would be furious if I found out money
was being withheld from me because of
someone else,” Mancini said. “It is just
plain rude and disrespectful to the artists and all of their hard work.”
Two groups that monitor online downloads are the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and the
Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA). They closely monitor the Internet to see if there is a noticeable trail
of activity that they can follow. They
pay very close attention to colleges
and universities due to the extremely
high amount of Internet use and young
adults in one area.
Eric Vande Vaarst, a student majoring in sound engineering at Hartford University said, “The first thing
my one professor taught us was the
consequences of illegally downloading
music.”
If a person is caught illegally down-

loading media while on campus, whichever company found the downloader
contacts the school. From there, it is
the school’s duty to internally search
for the student. Once the student is
found, on top of whatever fine they are
given, the school will enforce whatever
disciplinary action they have set. This
could range from more fines to expulsion.
The price is definitely not right when
it comes to downloading things. There is
a wide variety of fines and punishments
that the accused can accrue. Research
done by Webster University shows that
first-time offenders may face fines of up
to $150,000 per file. Though not as common as simply a fine, the downloader
may also be charged with up to five
years of imprisonment. To top it all off,
the accused is also at the mercy of the
copyright holder who can choose to file
a legal suit or not. This adds even more

money because of court fees, attorney
fees and, if you lose, however much
money you owe the copyright holder.
On top of legal and financial trouble,
there is also the concern for personal
information and computer safety. Since
most people don’t know exactly where
the files they are downloading are coming from, they run the risk of picking
up a virus. Once the virus is in the
computer, they may experience slow
Internet, pop-ups, loss of data and even
identity theft.
Technology is so advanced these days
that nobody knows who’s capable of doing what and to whom. Many people
think that identity theft can only come
from giving their information to a fake
site, but thanks to key-loggers and
hackers, they can be logging into their
email and the hacker can steal personal information.
Another thing to be aware of when
it comes to the Internet is to make sure
that the Internet connection a user is
operating on is protected. Even if a
user isn’t doing anything wrong, he or
she can still get in a lot of legal trouble if somebody else is using his or her
connection to download media files illegally.
“I actually had a friend of mine almost
get in a lot of trouble for that exact reason,” Montclair State student Chelsea
Clarke said.
Overall, it is much safer and more
reliable to simply use iTunes. You can
even save yourself the technological aggravation by going out and buying the
physical CD and uploading the songs
to your iTunes library. Honestly, 99
cents is nothing. You can find that kind
of money in couch cushions or on the
street; it’s not that hard to cough up
such a little amount of money. As an
extra kick of motivation, every now and
then, a band or artist donates some of
the total sales to a charity or fundraiser. In the long run, buying your music
legally is better for both you and the
artists.

Summer Term
at Rowan
Graduate and Undergraduate Courses Available
3-Week Session: May 23 to June 10
5-Week Session: May 23 to June 23
5-Week Session: June 27 to July 28
8-Week Session: June 27 to August 18

Register today and get discounted tuition!
For more information visit: www.rowan.edu/summer
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“Ecomelt” Project Promotes
a Sustainable Campus
Katherine Oakes
Staff Writer

The Ecomelt has arrived at MSU,
and just in time for Earth Week. Not
familiar with the term? No, it’s not
a sandwich (although it does sound
tasty).
It’s actually a state of the art scientific innovation meant for turning contaminated sediments from local rivers
into a clean, manufactured topsoil and
cement used for landscaping.
It just so happens that Mallory Hall
is now home to an Ecomelt garden and
cement pathway that is visible from
the Student Center and Quad area.
Why should a student care about this,
you may ask?
Well, to begin with, this particular
project is 25 years in the making, not
to mention millions of dollars worth of
research went into the project. It’s also
completely unique and revolutionary,
and it isn’t being done anywhere else
in the world.
Bottom line: It is a significant scientific discovery that greatly helps to create a more sustainable and eco-friendly
world.
The Ecomelt didn’t create itself; it’s
a product of Professor Eric Stern’s two
progressive technologies for sediment
decontamination: the Sediment Washing Process and Thermo-chemical High
Temperature System.
The Sediment Washing Process begins by breaking down the organic contaminants.
The toxic sediment is then hit with
high water pressure for dilution and
an oxidant is then added to destroy
it. What’s left are materials that are

The Ecomelt is located outside of Mallory Hall and is
comprised of recycled materials.

turned into dry sediment which can
be combined with woodchips, compost
and other components to make the topsoil seen in the garden outside Mallory
Hall.
It’s kind of like a nice, deep cleansing
day at the spa … for toxic chemicals.
Next, the Thermo-chemical High
Temperature System heats up the
sediment to 2,600 degrees Fahrenheit,
turning it into molten lava, which is
poured into a water bath and becomes
a glass product.
Due to the high temperatures, all of
the organic contaminants are destroyed,
and the good stuff gets to stay.
The glass material is stabilized and
used as a 30 to 40 percent replacement

Courtesy of Eric Stern

for cement. This is the pavement surrounding the garden. High Temperature Systems can also utilize sewage
sludge, municipal waste and even
electronic waste (that first iPad you
bought) to guarantee long-term efficiency of this process.
The frightening decrease of natural
topsoil in the world calls for an alternative solution and the Ecomelt has
answered that call. There is only about
35 years left of organic topsoil, (the top
layer of soil where most plants grow
their roots and where farmers plow) before we run out, which is a huge problem.
Having this innovative technology at
MSU is a very big deal. So, next time
you stroll by Mallory Hall, take a second to admire the dirt and surrounding
sidewalk and the native New Jersey
plant species, knowing that our tiny
corner of the world has done a whole
lot of good.

This machine turns raw material into Ecomelt.

Courtesy of foundryinfo-india.org

Public Relations Authors Clothing Drive Provides for
in Marketing Series
Big Brothers, Big Sisters
Amanda Balbi
Feature Editor

Dinah Polk
Assistant Feature Editor

Over 100 students flooded a lecture
hall in University Hall on Monday to
hear authors Jessica Kleiman and Meryl Cooper talk about their new public
relations book.
Professor Brian Langille of the
School of Business and Marketing Department asked the two women to talk
to his marketing class.
The two women authored a book
called “Be Your Own Best Publicist,”
which is about setting a personal strategy and surviving in a public relations
world.
They have a “combined 30-plus years
[of] experience in the public relations
industry, having worked both in-house
and on the agency side,” according to a
press release from Newman Communications.
They spoke to Langille’s classes
about being self-motivated to present
yourself in a positive manner when becoming a public relations personnel.
Taking from chapters like, “Be a
Know-it-All (in a Good Way),” and “Toot
your own Horn (but Not Too Loudly)”
the authors spoke frankly about how to
carry yourself in the professional work
place.
The authors also volunteered to stay
after the class had let out to sign copies
of their book, which are available for
purchase in the Student Center bookstore for $15.99.
Kleiman and Cooper spoke to Langille’s morning class of 35 students and

Most college students spend the beginning of spring outside enjoying the
weather and preparing for the sunny
days of summer that are on their way.
But Brianna Wright, Bianca McGuinness, Wanda Valentino and Krista Ross
are doing things differently.
These four MSU students spent one
of the nicest days of the season inside
the Student Center helping the less
fortunate.
The girls are taking a public relations
writing class with professor Robin Matthews and were given a very important
assignment. The group was required
to pair up, team up with a non-profit
oranization and do a public relations
campain.
They chose Big Brothers, Big Sisters
of Bergen, Passaic, Morris and Sussex
Counties and they arranged an oncampus clothing drive.
The clothing drive has been going on
since April 18 and will continue until
the 30. Bins are located conveniently
on campus.
There are two bins in Blanton Hall,
one in the Communication Studies Department and two more in the Student
Center near the SGA office.
People can donate gently used clothing (infant through adult sizes), but
that is not all. They are also happy
to accept shoes, household items and
toys.
“We figured this would be a great
time for a clothing drive because peo-

Courtesy of Andrea DiMarco

again in his afternoon class of 100 students.
Langille said his “acquaintance with
one of the authors” enabled him to organize the lecture. He thought it was
an appropriate tie-in with his lectures
about public relations and how to be
different from the ordinary public relations applicant.
Kleiman and Cooper were just two
of the guest lecturers in a series that
the marketing department is currently
hosting.

ple are moving out of their dorms so
instead of throwing out old clothes you
can donate them,” said Wright.
The girls have set a goal to collect at
least 410 pounds of clothing. Last year’s
group was able to get 409 pounds.
They have estimated that each average size garbage bag weighs about

“It’s a great way to donate to
your community.”
Krista Ross

20 pounds and they have about 100
pounds so far.
As of press time, Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Incorporated donated three
bags of clothing to the drive. As a way
to promote their cause and encourage
people to donate, they offered DVDs to
each student who donated clothing yesterday in the Student Center.
These four MSU students have
taken a class assignment and turned it
into something productive and beneficial.
So if you happen to have any unwanted clothes or shoes lying around
your house, do not throw them out. Put
them in a garbage bag and donate them
to someone who needs them.
It’s time for spring cleaning anyway,
so do something positive with your old
stuff.
As Ross puts it: “Its a great way to
donate to your community.”

Write for Feature! E-mail us at
MSUFeature@gmail.com!
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Professional Help in a
Professional Workplace
W. Wyatt Slaughter
Staff Writer

Your professional wardrobe is a big
part of your first impression, especially
for those who are about to enter the
working world. Just because you work
in a professional setting, doesn’t mean
you have to look stuffy. Here are a few
guidelines for looking good but not “too”
good.
1. Dress according to your job
tasks. If your work is in the back room
or your job involves getting dirty, you
may have more leeway in how you
dress.
If you will be interacting with customers in a professional context, you
will need to dress sharply to make a
good first impression. Notice how your
colleagues dress and use it as your
standard.
Try to dress at the same level as
your co-workers or just a little nicer. If
your job includes a mixture of customer
interaction and something that better
suits a casual style, keep a change of
clothes around or accessories to add to
your outfit. Add a blazer or sport coat
and for men a necktie to a basic shirt
to dress it up.
2. Wear clothes that fit you. You
don’t have to be a size four to look good
but you do need to wear clothes that fit
you properly.
Don’t wear anything too small. If
your pants bunch around your thighs
and waist, they’re too small. If you can’t
cross your arms in front of you without
your sleeves exposing your wrists, your

shirt is too small. Also, if your buttons
gape at the front, your shirt is once
again too small.
Don’t wear anything too large, either.
Choose clothing that fits you without
being baggy or floppy. Shorten hems on
trousers and sleeves if necessary. It’s
worth spending a little more money to
have clothes fit correctly.
3. Keep your hair and makeup
simple. Try to keep your morning routine for hair and makeup less than 30
minutes; any longer is a waste of time.
Avoid looking overdone.
Have you ever seen people wearing so
much hairspray that their hair looked
like it might break if they touched it?
Find a balance between good grooming
and endless primping.
4. Accentuate the positive. If you
have great legs, wear skirts. Just make
sure they’re an appropriate length —
no shorter than two inches above the
knee. Great figure? Well-fitting slacks
with a sharp crease work as well.
5. Keep it modest. A v-neck sweater
or blouse is fine, but don’t wear skirts
that are too short, necklines that are
too low, or anything that is see-through
or overly tight. You’re going to work,
not to a nightclub.
6. Shine your shoes. It may seem
old-fashioned, but a regular application of paste wax will keep them looking good longer. It will help repel water
and cover up scuffs, too.
Keep an eye out for next week’s article, when we discuss where to buy work
clothes that are affordable and stylish,
as well as how to pair them together.

Students Compete in
“Silent Library”
Jeremy Grossman
Assistant News Editor

Three Montclair students can be
seen as contestants on MTV’s game
show “Silent Library,” airing Monday,
April 25 at 7 p.m.
Montclair freshmen Adam Egizi,
Daniel Bonino and Ciaran O’Conner
along with their friends Caesare Errico
from Rutgers, Ryan Thompson from
William Paterson and Jair Reyes from
the Air Force were all long-time fans
of the show before deciding to apply as
participants.
“Silent Library,” which has been airing on MTV since 2008, is famous for
making its contestants undergo embarrassing tasks, where the amount of
money received depends on how quiet
the contestants can manage to remain.
“It was July, and we were watching
the show,” recalled Egizi. “We saw an
ad [for an audition] and the six of us

“The sour milk was
stinky.”
Adam Egizi
Student

submitted an entry form. Two months
later, our first week of college, we
found out that [MTV] had accepted us,
and wanted us to audition in the MTV
building in Times Square.”
Egizi explained that in order to grab
MTV’s attention, they had to submit hilarious pictures of themselves to prove
how entertaining they could be.
“We sent them ridiculous pictures of
us, like Jair jumping out of a window,
Ryan getting shocked from jumpstarting a car, Danny wearing a tux while
riding a scooter. I guess they thought
our pictures were funny!”
For the audition, the group had to
undergo a mock version of the show.
Challenges included eating a sardine
off of a toe, as well as brushing teeth
with wasabi toothpaste.
Two weeks later, the team received
an e-mail from MTV with a shooting
time.
“We were jumping up and down

when we found out,” said Egizi.
Two months later, in November,
each member of the group cut class in
order to take the train to New York and
compete in the actual challenge. Upon
entering the MTV building, they immediately met Zero, the show’s host. Next,
they were handed a list of challenges,
but were not told who would be performing each challenge.
“They didn’t tell us who would do each
challenge,” explained Egizi. “We would
have cards that told us who would do
what. It was all done by luck.”
Egizi knew right away that he didn’t
want to participate in the challenge
titled “Unfresh Cow,” in which the unlucky team member had to drink sour
milk. Unfortunately for Egizi, that’s
exactly the challenge he was randomly
assigned.
“The sour milk was stinky,” Egizi
said. “It smelled awful and it was disgusting. But I managed to pull it off. I
have a strong stomach. I smelled bad
for the rest of the day, even on the
whole train ride back.”
Egizi chuckled when saying that all
of his teammates ended up receiving
the challenges they didn’t want to do.
“It was hard trying not to laugh,
but the things we did were so humiliating.”
Although Egizi was hesitant to reveal before the show airs just how much
money the group earned or how many
challenges they won, he will admit that
they “were successful.”
“I think the reason we ended up
doing so well is because we’re all such
great friends,” Egizi said. “We all grew
up together, and went to high school
at Ridgefield Memorial High. So it was
more than just doing a game show. It
was like a friendship thing. I learned
that everything is easier when you
have a friend nearby.”
Egizi, a film student, said it was
a great experience to be on TV, but he
and his friends are ready to go on being
regular students.
The episode of “Silent Library” airs
Monday at 7 p.m. on MTV.

MEN

WOMEN

Guys, it’s easy to
look good, but it’s
even easier to let
your outfit slip.
This style is good
for a relaxed environment, but it
might not be so
professional for
an office.

Girls, you can
pair virtually any
shirt with a vest
to make it dressy.
Paired with dress
pants, this outfit will make you
stand out.

Courtesy of h&m.com

A
button-down
shirt with blazer
is the best professional look that a
man can ask for.
It might be uncomfortable, but style
is everything in the
work place.

You can switch
up your looks by
adding a t-shirt
or tank top. Also
switch your pants
to a skirt every
now and again to
keep things spicy.

Courtesy of express.com

This look is controversial.
Some
employers would
disagree with not
wearing a tie or
tucking in your
shirt, but wear it at
your discretion.
Courtesy of express.com

If you’re not comfortable with the
vest look, you can
pull off the same
technique with a
3/4 sleeve-length
jacket or cardigan.
Photos courtesy of
nyandcompany.com

Students Display
Research at Symposium

Dalia Elward, jurisprudence major, with
her poster of research.

Photos courtesy of Alan Akins

Ann Bannister, physics major, pictured with her research on “Measuring Meteorite Properties.” Her independent study taught her more about the solar system.

For the full article, visit
themontclarion.org
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It’s your future. It’s your career.

It’s your move.
GRADUATE
INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday
May 4, 2011
6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
University Hall, 7th Floor
Register Online
Breakout Sessions to include:
• Overview of graduate psychology programs
• Master of Business Administration
• Teacher Ed/Newark Urban Teacher
Residency Program

Montclair State University is a vibrant institution with nearly
100 doctoral, master’s, teacher certification, and certificate
programs. We have much to offer with strong, dynamic
graduate programs that fit your needs.
The Graduate Information Session is designed to provide
potential applicants an overview of the graduate application
and admissions process. In addition, you will have the
opportunity to learn about graduate assistantships, financial
aid, scholarships, and much more.

Visit montclair.edu/graduate for more information about our graduate
programs and register for an information session today.

Find The Graduate School at
Montclair State on Facebook.

1 Normal Avenue, Montclair, NJ 07043 • 973-655-5147 • montclair.edu/graduate
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The Weekly Debate

My boyfriend is graduating this summer. What
should we do for our future?
He Said

Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

It’s not easy to be in a relationship
with someone who is graduating college and won’t be at school with you.
What you should do in this situation
next semester is really depends on
how far your partner’s home is. Living 10 miles apart is different from
100 miles. Think about this carefully
before making a decision on where to
head with your relationship.
If your school is 45 minutes or
less away from your partner’s home,
then there’s nothing that needs to
change. You may not be living in
the same dorm or on the same campus anymore, but you’re just a short
drive apart. By putting in the small
amount of time to drive off-campus,
you and your partner can continue
your happy relationship with minimal differences.
If your school is between 45 and 90
minutes from your partner’s home,

that’s when it gets tougher. The chance
of seeing each other every day is threatened by the fact that you have to drive
a total of three hours to see them.
To make a relationship like this work,
you must have a strong bond with your
partner. You must both realize that to
remain together you will need to spend
a little more time apart than usual.
The best way to handle a situation like
this is to see each other on days when
both of you have off. That way, you can
dedicate enough time to travel and still
spend the whole day together.
Now, if your partner is more than 90
minutes away from your school, then
you are taking on quite a challenge.
You and you partner need to absolutely
trust each other 100 percent before embarking on something like this. Seeing
each other on a weekly basis may not
happen. You need to determine if you
care enough for your partner to keep a
relationship strong.
There are other factors with your
partner living at home now, such as
finding privacy and seeing your partner’s family more often. However, the
one thing that all of these options have
in common is that you and your partner
must have a solid foundation to make
something like this work. If you are going to be a long distance apart, it may
even be advisable to take a break if you
have any doubt. Dating at a distance is
not something for the faint of heart.

She Said

Jade Moskovitz
Staff Writer

Long-distance relationships aren’t
easy but they are possible. Every relationship encounters struggles and
conflicts; by showing your concern, you
are also showing that you are willing to
work through life’s curve balls.
Summer is a tough season for any
couple, whether short- or long-distance.
If you want to make a relationship last,
you both have to make it work and make
it happen. If each person is equally invested in the relationship, the distance
and the season should have no effect
on your title. So, what should you do in
order to prevent the miles from coming
between you?
I believe love is all about adjustments. Not only is the “perfect” relationship not built upon agreements,
but it’s also far from flawless. So when
you come across a situation like this,
use it to your advantage. Let the distance be a test.

If your boyfriend just graduated,
he’s most likely a step away from
starting a new career. That’s not to
say that distance will remain an issue even after the start of his new
job, but his availability could be lessened depending on the hours that are
required of him.
Considering this, his time spent
with you could just as easily be affected. I would hate to throw in the
cliché, “absence makes the heart grow
fonder,” however, in many ways, this
is true.
In this case, it’s all about recognizing how much you miss him when
he’s not around and taking advantage of the time when he is.
I would talk to him. Figure out your
summer schedules and work around
them. Luckily, technology allows for
many alternatives when being by his
side isn’t an option. If you two are
truly committed, asking him to look
a little further into the future isn’t a
bad idea. You want to make sure that
you are both on the same page and
want this relationship to work.
At the same time, you don’t want
to bombard him with questions and
concerns. Instead, take them as they
come. Try your best to be patient
with the situation and be willing to
work around it, and you will find that
your relationship will be stronger
than ever.

Email your Campus Concerns to MSUfeature@gmail.com

Come join us for a day filled with food, fun and activities.
Where? Student Center Quad.
Time? 12am - 2pm
When? April 28th 2011

Opening This Fall 2011

Mills Commons

State of the Art Dining Facility Featuring:
Magellan’s, Bella Trattoria, Flying Star Diner, Wild Mushroom,
Panino’s and there will be Breakfast All Day.
Come sample a featured dish,from the Mills every Wednesday
@ Blanton Hall Cafe from 12pm-2pm

Come to the Student Center Dining Room and enjoy some
traditional Jewish Heritage dishes.
Date: April 27th 2011, Time: 11:30a-2:00pm
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Aries – Your finances are going to be all over
the place this week. You may see a delay in
your paycheck or an unexpected purchase
may leave your bank account dry. Pay more
attention to sudden changes in your account
and leave some money left for emergencies.

Libra – It is time to become concerned about
your financial situation. A combination of a
bad economy and circumstances within your
own life may leave you without sufficient
funds to live on your own. It may be best at
this point to try to seek temporary financial
help.

Taurus – Many of your friends are going to
be busy with schoolwork or other projects
this week, so there will be very little time
to socialize with them. Rather than wasting
your time by doing nothing, be productive
and get a head start on projects that are due
in the near future.

Scorpio – A sudden change in your life or
the life of your romantic partner will leave
the two of you separated for a long period of
time. It is time for you to reconsider whether
continuing your relationship will be beneficial
from such a long distance. It may be best to
move on at this point.

Gemini – Make sure to take extra precautions to be healthy this week — illnesses
are running rampant and you may be extra
susceptible to them. If you get sick, do not
hesitate to go to the doctor. Don’t make your
illness worse than it should be!

Sagittarius – Your health is of the highest
priority this week as you will come down with
a cold or a sore throat. To try and become
healthy again faster, stay indoors and take
a couple days off of work and school. It’s not
smart to try and fight through this illness.

Cancer – You have lost touch with your
romantic partner lately and it has really
strained your relationship as of late. It may
be time to break up and look in a different
direction. You may find someone that will
make you a whole lot happier or you may
simply get back together with your ex in the
near future.

Capricorn – There has been some tension
lately between your romantic partner and
some of your closest friends. Your partner is
jealous that you haven’t been spending a lot of
time together lately. Try and make a commitment to spend more time with your partner
this week.

Leo – Your head is going to feel like it is going to explode with the amount of responsibilities and schoolwork that you have to get
done this week. This may lead to negative
emotions or feelings towards your friends.
Try not to let stress get the best of you.
Virgo – It is going to be a bad week for you
as a phone call or letter is going to bring bad
news about your job. It is important to keep
your head high regardless of what the news
may be. Try not to let it bring down your
positive attitude — put the news behind you
and move on.

Aquarius – The amount of work that you
have been given in the past week has become
too much. It is time to just forget about work
and school for a few days and take some time
off. It will help you refresh your mind and
give you a good attitude so that you can finish
your tasks at hand next week.
Pisces – You have become separated from
some of your closest friends in recent weeks.
It is time to re-connect with them. Make some
phone calls to your best friends and arrange
a weekend of fun and relaxation. It will help
rekindle your friendship.
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John J. Cali School Of Music
Department Of Theatre And Dance

April/May
JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MSU Symphony Orchestra
Jeffrey Grogan, conductor

Conductor Jeffrey Grogan and the MSU Symphony will present a
wide-ranging performance of contemporary and classical works.

Apr. 25 @ 7:30pm

Alexander Kasser Theater

JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

University Singers and
MSU Chorale Spring Concert
Heather J. Buchanan, conductor
Terrence Thornhill, cello
Valerie Bernhardt, soprano
University Singers’ repertoire will include “Elegy” by Joseph Twist for mixed choir and
Terrence Thornhill, cello solo; “Sleep” by Ivor Gurney, arranged by David Smith
(World Premiere); “Onokenoga” by Mark Sirett; “All Works of Love” by Joan Szymko;
and “White Blossom” by Martin Sedek (World Premiere). The Chorale will perform
Dona Nobis Pacem by Ralph Vaughan Williams, a cantata for soprano and
baritone soli, double chorus, piano and string orchestra.

Apr. 26 @ 7:30pm

PHOTO: Montclair State University/Mike Peters

Alexander Kasser Theater

MSU Opera Workshop
May 2, 3 @ 7:30pm

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE AND DANCE

New Works Initiative
The Agee/Evans Project

JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Albert Herring
By Benjamin

Based on “Let Us Now Praise Famous Men”, THE AGEE/EVANS PROJECT is a
music-drenched chronicle of James Agee and Evan Walker’s
descent into the nightmarish existence of three Alabama sharecropping
families and their heroic will to live.

Britten

Jan Prokop, director

The MSU Opera Workshop and MSU Symphony offer a fully staged production of Britten’s
humorous coming-of-age tale set in a late-Victorian English village.Performed in English.

Apr. 28 & 29; May 2 & 3 @ 7:30pm,
Apr. 30 @ 8:00pm, May 1 @ 2:00pm

L. Howard Fox Theatre
The New Works Initiative is made possible with
generous support from Holly J. and Robert S. Gregory.

May 2 @ 7:30pm, May 3 @ 7:30pm

Alexander Kasser Theater

Every Performance, every seat $15

973-655-5112 • www.peakperfs.org
One Normal Ave., Montclair, New Jersey, 07043
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student IDs.

msuproduction@gmail.com

Child Care
Sitters Wanted. $12+
per hour. Babysitting,
housesitting,
petsitting .
Register free for
jobs near campus or
home and start earning
cash now!
www.student-sitter.com

AdverTisements
For Rent

For summer
months: Taking
classes, consulting
or working in area?
Share apartment
across from MSU
campus. Furnished,
A/C, WiFi, single or
double room. 973-7781504

The Montclarion
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Do you like to draw?
Love cartoons?
Submit your
cartoons or
illustrations to
msuproduction@gmail.
com
to be featured in
The Montclarion!
Need a babysitter?
Offering a job or
looking for help?
Advertise with
The Montclarion!
Contact
montclarionads@gmail.
com
for more info!
ms stops people from moving

We eXist
to mAKe sUre
it Doesn’t
multiple sclerosis interrupts the flow of information between
the brain and the body and stops people from moving.
With the help of people like you, the national ms society
addresses the challenges of each person whose life is affected by
ms and helps them stay connected to the great big moving world.

Join the movement
jointhemovement.org

Beverly, diagnosed in 2001

National
Multiple Sclerosis
Society

TOONS AND GAMES

msuproduction@gmail.com
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Degree Agoraphobia

C

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

an you imagine an education where you never have
to leave your house? Your time
and energy is spent sitting
on your rump, staring deeply
into a computer screen. And
no, you aren’t suffering from
agoraphobia and you aren’t
addicted to World of Warcraft.
This excessive convenience
has met the ultimate enabler.
Beginning in fall 2011
Montclair State University
will be offering Masters
degrees online. Hypothetically
speaking, a student does not
have to visit the University a
single time in order to procure
this degree.
Willard Gingerich, provost
and president of academic
affairs at Montclair, claims

“the whole landscape of online education is shifting radically away
from the disreputable image that
it got initially.”
Montclair’s students have
responded in various ways to this
news. We here at The Montclarion
feel that it cheapens the value of a
degree. Many students have told
us that they have cheated in their
online classes. It is simply too
tempting and easy to do. Who is to
say that these students won’t cheat
their way to a degree?
The online degree presents a
paradox. This new form of education is supposedly geared towards
individuals between the ages of
25-40. These students are either
employed and need to squeeze
their classes into a hectic schedule
or are single parents with extraor-

dinarily busy lifestyles.
Regardless of whom the program is designed for, students will
be paying the exact same tuition as
they would if they were attending
real classes. So a student wouldn’t
even be paying for the experience
of college life. They would be paying for the cost of a digital degree.
Excuse the cliché, but you would
get more bang for your buck if you
simply went to class.
We faced this issue when we
noticed the sharp increase in
online or hybrid classes at the
University. You cannot substitute
the value of classroom learning
with tiny characters on a screen.
Our stance is about the learning experience itself. If you have a
spontaneous question or are confused about the subject matter, you

can’t request the professor to elaborate on the lesson. Essentially, you
would be stuck in learning limbo.
The classes that urge the students to interact with one another
and participate in class-wide discussions are the ones that are the
most enjoyable.
These types of classes are the
ones where the intelligent students
really shine. And by extension, the
other students in these classes can
learn from each other.
Another glaring issue with the
online degree is the fact that the
University can’t even stay on top of
a web-based program like WESS.
We can’t tell you how many times
we have had problems with this
facet of MSU.
Will the copious amount of
classes follow the same unreli-

ability? We can’t know for sure
but we would never place our
degree in digital hands.
One of the benefits of college is that it forces introverted individuals to get out
of the house and interact with
real, live people. Won’t the
new program promote reclusive behavior?
Our argument can be
summed up to one prevailing
point: The classroom experience cannot, and should not be
replaced.
Stop trying to find ways to
increase enrollment and focus
on the things that really benefit students.

Not a Cause for Conflict
d

I
Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

O

ne of the great things
about attending a public
University, or any institution
of higher education, is the ability to learn about and discuss
different points of view.
Many of us attend college in
the hopes of not only receiving
that all-important Bachelor’s
degree, but also with the intention of broadening our perspectives and gaining a deeper
understanding of the world in
which we live.
We don’t expect to agree
with everyone, or accept everything we learn as irrefutable
truth. It’s our responsibility as
students and citizens to question everything. Campus organizations and courses offer students the ability to participate
in discourses on a variety of
subjects. This is one of the
many benefits of our right to
practice free speech.
When conflicts arise
between organizations, such as
in the recent situation between
Hillel and the Newman
Catholic Center, it comes down
to the judgement and perceptions of individual students as
to whether or not they wish to
participate in either event.
In this case, yesterday the
Jewish American Studies
program invited a Holocaust
survivor to speak to students.

They have done this for several years, and it has been a
valuable learning experience
for the students and faculty
involved.
Later that evening, Newman
Catholic screened the Mel
Gibson film “The Passion of
the Christ” in University Hall.
This ties into Christian observations of Holy Week. While
it is a controversial film with
an arguably offensive director,
according to Newman Catholic,
it was not their intention to
offend anyone’s faith or personal beliefs.
We feel that this is nothing more than a coincidence.
One event was not competing
with the other for attendance,
they just happen to have been
scheduled on the same day of
the week.
The resentment and outrage that some students have
expressed over this may lead
the way for a general discussion between the two organizations. We honestly feel that is
was neither group’s intention
to offend the history, traditions
or beliefs of the other.
Let us use this as an opportunity to discuss issues of tolerance and cultural understanding that occasionally seem to
be lacking on this campus.
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Ding Dongs & Goofballs: Porn on the Ice
The science of professionalism extends into the porn industry

A

		

few
weeks ago,
my
wife,
Alice, and I
went to see
the “Stars
on Ice” show
at the Izod
Arena. It was
more entertaining than
Dillon Eliassen
I thought it
Columnist
would be, but
then Alice asked me what part I found most
interesting or exciting.
I mentioned the doubles skaters she had
told me a bit of gossip about earlier during
the performance: they had been married,
but were now divorced. Alice wanted to know
what routines I enjoyed, but what I couldn’t
stop thinking about was drama.
To watch them skate together, you’d have
no idea that they were divorced because
while they skated, they interacted with the
confident intimacy of a couple who have been
together for years.
When they faced each other they looked
into each other’s eyes, and when he lifted
her, often it looked as though he were pressing his hand against, how do I say this delicately?...her vagina. They’re divorced and

he’s allowed to touch her vagina.
I’m fascinated by the idea that two people
can fall in love, fall out of love, yet don’t
appear antagonistic toward each other even
though they still have to work together.
I guess that’s foreign to me because when
my parents divorced, they couldn’t bear to
be in the same room together, and here are
two people who not only still work together
after their divorce, but they have to sell their
performance to the audience through the
illusion of romance. To paraphrase Wanda
Sykes, they are sticking with their lie.
Look, I’m aware that the whole thing is
choreographed and that every night they go
out there and basically do the same performance, so for them it might not be such a big
deal to pretend to still be in love; they still
have to pay bills and professional ice skaters
have spent so much time training that they
are probably not qualified to do much else.
But you’d think they’d try to find new
partners, right?
I know they’ve spent years learning the
subtle nuances of skating together, but it
must be hard to maintain a high level of performance when the man you’re skating with
kept refusing to put the toilet seat down, or
the woman you’re swinging around by her
ankles deliberately threw out your comic
book collection.

You know, the serious things that erode a
marriage.
The figure skating couple segues into
what I really intended to address in this
column: married pornstars. When I learned
a few years ago that there are married pornstars, my mind was blown (pun intended).
Some of these unions are between a male
and female pornstar, and some are comprised of just one pornstar.
Some of these off-screen couples only have
sex with each other, which gives me that
“aww” feeling. That “aww” quickly turns into
“ugh…eww.”
Some of these husbands and wives get
nasty with people who are not their significant others.
I would never be able to handle a situation like this, but I kind of admire the ability
to compartmentalize love and marriage from
dirty, dirty sex; to ignore jealousy and guilt
while you and the spouse you love more than
anyone in the world are raw-dogging, or getting raw-dogged, by other people.
I guess they’re able to do it because they
can treat the sex as just a job. Pornstars can
fall in love too, right?
So, pornstars getting married seems like
an attempt at a normal life. Pornstars have
to deal with the things us normies have
to deal with, like going to the post office,

investing in the stock market and getting
routine STD checks.
If there are pornstars who get married,
there must be pornstars who get divorced
too. The divorce rate in this country is about
50 percent, and I don’t believe pornstars are
immune to this fact.
Lots of divorcees freak out when they
run into their exes at the supermarket, but
what about the ones who still have to work
together, or better yet, still have to have sex
for money together?
I don’t know if divorced pornstars still
have to bang, but it really undercuts my
hypothesis of awkwardness for the divorced
skating pair.
I wonder if the pornstar husband ever
comes home after a long, hard day at the
office and launches into a tirade at his wife
when he sees a sink full of dirty dishes and
his dinner isn’t ready yet. “I hump six days a
week to put food on the table and a roof over
our heads, to come home to this? No, but I do
it for you!”
Of course, if his wife is also a pornstar
she only has to say two letters for his argument to fall apart: DP. He doesn’t have much
to argue against at that point; especially if
she’s on the receiving end of that argument.

Dillon Eliassen, a graduate student, is in his first
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Consumerism and Hype of the Royal Wedding
William and Kate’s royal union is certainly a royal pain

A

few
weeks ago, I
thought I had
reached the
point
when
I had heard
just
about
enough on this
little matter
Travis Lancaster of the Royal
Wedding.
columnist
T h a t
was when I stumbled across an article on
Dailymail.co.uk entitled: “Bride-to-be in a
jellybean: Kate Middleton’s face spotted in
sweet.” Then, I knew that I had truly had
enough.
The article contained an unconvincing
photograph of a red and yellow speckled jellybean with what appeared to be a woman’s
face in it.
Some of you may remember a similar
news story from a few years back, when a
woman claimed to have found the portrait
of the Virgin Mary in a grilled cheese sandwich. In this case, they allegedly saw Kate’s
face on some candy.
And to make the story even more delicious, the individual who found the jelly-

bean, Wesley Hosie, has told reporters that
he plans to sell the miniature treat on eBay
where he hopes to receive no less than 500
pounds for his prize.
Where does this all come from? And why
is it that, so often, high-profile events such
as these are printed ceaselessly in magazines, and slapped to the lips of individuals
worldwide?
It seems as though everyone is fixated on
the spectacle of the Royal Wedding, and this
is one befuddled columnist who’s trying to
find out why.
When Princess Diana was married, it
was one of the most widely-watched events
in television history. With the new age of
technology ushering in such breakthroughs
as live streaming video, one can only speculate that this has the opportunity to be even
bigger.
But what is the appeal? What draws us,
the simple townspeople, to the wedding of
these two “royal,” yet otherwise ordinary
individuals?
As part of my job, I did some research,
and that research brought me to the official
website of the Royal Wedding.
The heading of the webpage, typed in an
emboldened, goldenrod font reads, “All you
need to know about the Royal Wedding tak-

ing place on 29th April, 2011 at 11am!”
And that heading really doesn’t lie —
you can literally find everything you need
to know — from where Kate attended prep
school from ages four to 11 to the route the
Royal Wedding will be taking on this most
anticipated of Friday afternoons.
So why is it that we are so fascinated by
royalty?
Have our simple lives really become so
mundane that we have to live vicariously
through celebrities?
In a world where the wedding invitations
of our friends and relatives are often met
with sighs of, “Do we have to?” what makes
this wedding reignite our passion for the
archaic tradition?
I mean, aside from the obvious attractions tacked on to the wedding of a prince,
what makes this one so different from any
other wedding?
It’s still just the case of two people being
bound to one another for life (whatever that
means these days) by two priceless — or
worthless, depending on how you look at it
— gold bands.
One could also be forgiven for thinking
that this whole wedding is just another way
to make a quick profit.
And it isn’t only Wesley Hosie and his

jellybean trying to capitalize on the momentous occasion.
Just one look at the official site for the
Royal Wedding is enough to convince an
individual that maybe, just maybe, the wedding isn’t much more than just another ploy
to make money.
Written all over the homepage are phrases such as, “Click here to buy royal wedding
street party packs and products” and, “The
Royal Wedding online store click here to
BUY NOW.”
From iPhone cases — bedazzled with
100 percent authentic Swarovski crystals —
reading “William and Kate April 29, 2011,”
to china plates and even thimbles with the
couple’s faces on them, one begins to wonder:
just who is buying this stuff?
Perhaps this should be setting off some
alarms in our brains, making us question
just what really matters in our lives.
Are the lives of famous people really so
much more important than our own every
day existences?
And just what does it say about our lives,
that we are turning to the union of two complete strangers for amusement?
Perhaps it says: Time for a change.

Travis Lancaster, an English major, is in his first
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Technology Veers Dangerously Close to Stalking
Common applications and social media are no longer just a game

H

o w
many times
a day do you
inform someone
about
where you
are and what
it is you are
doing?
It seems
michelle pisarri
that a current
columnist
fad is not just
telling people what you’re thinking about
or how you are feeling with your statuses;
but telling people the places you have just
“checked in” to.
Just as there is a social network for sharing excessively informative statuses, there’s
a social network for checking-in called foursquare.
To elaborate, foursquare is a program
that allows an individual who becomes a
user of the site to post where they are at
that point in time. For instance, they can
“check in” to places like Starbucks, Chuck

E. Cheese or University Hall at Montclair
State.
Foursquare has a few more additives
than just the ability to reveal where your
friends and foes are. A person receives certain badges related to their type of “check
in.”
Not to mention a financially-friendly plus:
Once you have reached a point where you
currently hold the highest amount of “checkins” at one particular place, you can become
the mayor.
As the mayor, you may display the company-appointed social status and you will
receive a discount. Those are some pretty
sweet positives.
Nevertheless it also allows others (who
you may or may not know) who have attended the same destination, to give you a tip or
two about the location.
This is a great way to learn about certain
businesses you may be curious about.
At first, foursquare seems to be what I
call a parent’s dream. Imagine a way for
them to know where their kids are and when
they are there (pending the child’s use of the

network). It is an odd way for parents to keep
track of where their children go.
However, who is questioning the consequences of checking in?
Upon further consideration, foursquare
seems more like a parent’s nightmare than
dream. The idea of their children informing not only their friends but also complete
strangers of their whereabouts is a scary
thought.
Yet why do people choose to put themselves on such networks? Why do they choose
to inform others about what they are doing?
Is it because of the society that we have
become today?
Have we as a society lost sight of the
value of privacy?
It seems that with younger generations,
exploitation is all the rage. It may be because
we’re subconsciously influenced by media
outlets that give us immense and unnecessary information about celebrities.
It may be because of the craze from the
past two decades known as reality television.
It could be because the notion that anyone

can become famous these days is one that is
far from unrealistic. Think of most celebrities today, how have they become famous?
They have given up their privacy to further
a social status.
As time goes on, it seems like there are
less options for an individual to do something without someone or something knowing of your daily routine. How many times
a day are you doing something that leaves
a trail? A credit card, your Facebook, your
smartphone, an EZPass or a Blanton swipe
— you are giving away your location.
It does not seem like something that will
ever really change, but we are too far gone to
turn back now.
The only way you’re going to find yourself
some privacy is if you choose to limit your
social networking. Privacy has become something that needs to be worked for and you
can no longer expect it. Just be conscious of
your online interactions.

Michelle Pisarri, an English major, is in her first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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Nuclear Awareness Melts Away with the Day
Call for government-mandated emergency plans for the United States

T

Lori Wieczorek
Opinion editor

he phrase
“ N u c l e a r
Meltdown” sits
in the corners
of our minds
patiently waiting for its debut
on news headlines across the
world. This type
of catastrophe
settles warily
next to earthquakes, terror-

ist attacks and genocide.
These subjects are the last things we
want to consider when waking up in the
morning.
Japan was thrown into turmoil as a
9.8 earthquake rocked the island nation.
Four reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station in Japan experienced
cooling failures and various explosions.
Subsequently, radioactive material leaked
into the atmosphere and water sources.
This horror served as a reminder to the
American people of the potential dangers
associated with nuclear power. According to
a poll conducted by Gallup last March, 64
percent of people in the United States supported nuclear-power development.
Due to recent events, that percentage has
dropped by 44 percent.
The United States contains precisely 104
nuclear reactors. If any of these reactors
were to experience serious problems, the

American public would be unaware of how to
handle themselves because emergency plans
simply do not exist for the public.
This places the American public in a state
of unawareness. Unlike Japan, who has a
“Special Act of Nuclear Preparedness for
Nuclear Disaster,” if a nuclear incident were
to occur, citizens across the United States
would have no idea how to handle the crisis.
A poll conducted by The Associated Press
finds that eight in 10 people who participated believed that the government was
prepared for a nuclear emergency.
In light of recent events, the United
States government must construct a clear
plan for the American people to follow if
the worst were to occur at a nuclear power
plant.
The American people would only benefit from a plan such as the “Special Act of
Nuclear Preparedness for Nuclear Disaster”
in Japan. Without guidance, there is a risk
that if the worst were to occur, the public
would slip into a panic. What would happen
if the two power plants in New Jersey malfunction?
According to a review of federal records,
nearly a quarter of nuclear reactors in
America share the same design as the ones
in Japan.
This includes the two reactors in New
Jersey, located in Salem and Toms River.
(Toms River is only nine miles from Atlantic
City.)
New Jersey’s high population (8.7 million
in 2009) and its proximity to New York City

is the reason why this is so problematic.
In such a densely populated area, order is
the only way to successfully handle a disaster.
Critics have claimed that Japan’s nuclear
situation was just another Chernobyl. The
Chernobyl disaster occurred in 1986 at a
Nuclear Power Plant in Ukraine.
The release of large quantities of radioactive materials is considered the worst
nuclear disaster in history. Anti-nuclear
advocates want the nuclear reactors in the
United States to be shut down completely.
According to the Nuclear Power Institute,
20 percent of our electrical power is reliant
upon nuclear power, so the complete shutdown of our nuclear reactors would be nearly
impossible at this point.
The United States has to implement
newer plants for the sake of safety. 23 nuclear reactors in the United States are of the
same design as the malfunctioning reactors
in Japan.
The incident in Japan needs to serve as
a reminder to the American government. It
doesn’t matter how much time and money it
will take to upgrade these nuclear plants, it
simply needs to be done.
Perhaps the American government can
channel part of their military budget to the
upgrades.
Besides the essential upgrades to the
reactors (this includes new containment
structures), the American people need to be
thoroughly informed of the measures they
should take in case of a nuclear emergency.

At the nuclear power plant in Diablo
Canyon, California, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission did not include an emergency
earthquake plan in order to secure their
operating license. This is exactly the reason
why the population has cause for concern.
These nuclear plants are not prepared for
natural disasters. The world is unpredictable and precautions are never a waste of
time.
Victor Gilinsky, who once served on
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said,
“They’re more concerned about the protection of the plants, and installation of further
plants, than they are about public safety.
The president should be saying, ‘I want
every single plant reviewed.’”
Is the nuclear industry ranking profit
above public safety? It is more profitable to
keep these plants running than to shut them
down. They were aware of the issues associated with this type of reactor but chose to
continue their operation regardless.
The United States’ nuclear power plant
industry needs to place the public’s safety at
the forefront of their concerns.
Americans across the country need to
be informed of emergency procedures and
these older nuclear plants need to implement
upgrades to ensure the population’s safety.
Without awareness of the issues associated with unstable materials, we might as
well be diving towards our own destruction.

Lori Wieczorek, an English major, is in her first year
as Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.

Chris Christie Implements Merit Pay Policy
The injustices associated with ranking teachers on student progress

T

hroughout
Gov. Chris
C h r i st ie’s
term, it is
hard to not
feel sympathy
towards those
who have a
career in the
e duc at ion a l
field.
Nicole simonetti
First, they
asst. news editor had to deal
with budget
cuts that were supposed to improve the
school systems and now they have to deal
with the possibility of being paid based on
their students’ performances on standardized tests — merit pay.
Christie, along with governors from
Florida and Ohio, proposed the idea of merit
pay to help improve school districts, but all
it is really doing is causing more stress and
debate in classrooms.
While these governors may have proposed
the idea of merit pay to help benefit schools
and their students, officials of the teachers’
union disagree.
Randi Weingarten, the president of the
American Federation of Teachers stated,
“Merit pay is not the panacea that some
would like it to be. There are no quick fixes

in education; providing individual bonuses
for teachers standing alone does not work.”
If officials believe that more needs to be
done rather than just provide bonuses, why
stress that merit pay will make improvement?
There has yet to be any evidence actually supporting that merit pay is beneficial at all, which, according to the head of
Florida’s teachers’ union, is just “punishing
and scapegoat[ing] teachers and driving
experienced and skilled teachers out of the
classroom.”
Although, the first in-depth study has
finally been done by Vanderbilt University
and the end results have contradicted everyone’s ideas about merit pay.
Vanderbilt University conducted a threeyear long study in Nashville, Tenn. to see
if merit pay was beneficial in middle school
districts. The study was based on math
teachers who were offered bonuses of up
to $15,000 if students’ test scores showed
improvements.
Providing the teachers with these bonuses, just like merit pay would do, still did
not encourage teachers to influence their
students enough to improve their standardized test scores — opposite of the motivationwhich merit pay is supposed to produce.
It is interesting to see that teachers still
did not get students’ test scores to improve

even though they are being offered a reward,
especially since New Jersey’s governor stated that the main reason he proposed merit
pay back in May 2010 was because he
doesn’t “believe that we should be rewarding failure.”
According to Vanderbilt University’s
study, Christie would still be “rewarding
failure,” so it is hard to not wonder why he
wants to put teachers through the stress of
merit pay.
While to some, this seems like a good idea
to encourage teachers, government officials
should also take into consideration that how
students test could be somewhat out of the
teacher’s hands.
There are outside factors that could affect
how a student tests — for example, their
study habits.
There is only so much a teacher can do
inside the classroom and then the rest is up
to the students; how much they are capable
of studying could change everything.
What if a student has three brothers and
sisters to take care of while their parents
work to support them?
What if a student needs the help of a
guardian to assist them with studying but
the guardian does not have the time?
There are other outside factors that contribute to how well a student does in school
that are not the teacher’s responsibility, and

it is unfair to hold teachers accountable.
School districts could be changed for the
better if everyone agrees that merit pay is
beneficial, but what about the eight out of
10 teachers who did not even change how
they taught in the classroom according to
Vanderbilt University’s study?
Students could benefit immensely from
merit pay, but that is only if teachers are
willing to work for it. Chicago’s union officials concluded that “standardized testing
scores tell us way more about the child’s
zip code than about what that child has
learned.”
If anything, teachers should be paid on
how they teach all year within the classroom
— not just for standardized tests.
In 2008, New York City began rewarding
its teachers based on their students’ report
cards. They have awarded over 200 schools
for seeing progress.
This is what truly tests teachers’ abilities
to teach, not how well students are ranked
on standardized tests.
It is unfair to base a teacher’s pay off
of something as unpredictable as students’
testing abilities, rather than their performance in the classroom throughout the
entire school year.

Nicole Simonetti, an English major, is in her first
year as assistant News Editor for The Montclarion.
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B a m b o o z l e F e s t i v a l Ta k e s O v e r N J
The Montclarion Inter views Kevin D’Esposito
Mark Gould
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Bamboozle is one of the biggest musical festivals on the East coast. Currently located in the Meadowlands
over the course of a spring weekend,
dozens of bands will perform to a
packed crowd. Kevin D’Esposito, or
simply Kevin D., as he is often called,
formed the Bamboozle festival from
the ground up in his former residence of North Caldwell, New Jersey.
The Bamboozle festival started in
2003 at the Stone Pony in Asbury
Park. In 2006 it moved to the Meadowlands as the popularity of the lineup grew and the event simply needed
to be held in a bigger space. At press
time, headlining bands in this year’s
festival includes modern rock bands
such as Taking Back Sunday and Thirty Seconds To Mars. Other main acts
include Lil Wayne and Mötley Crüe.
The eclectic mix sends a few awkward
signals to some, but the truth of the
matter is that the Bamboozle is a business, and selecting varied mainstream
acts brings a diverse crowd. D’Esposito
books the biggest names in music because he can. He admits, “We used to
strike out with bands all the time. Now
that we’re teaming up with Live Nation, we’re in a much better position.”
Live Nation is a company that handles all the business aspects of the
event. They focus solely on the behind-the-scenes elements, allowing
D’Esposito and his crew to focus on the
bands themselves. D’Esposito takes
pride in his creation, claiming, “We’re
developed from within, we spend four
to five months doing research on bands.
We set the trend rather than follow it.”
The event is split between three days.
The first day showcases Top 40 artists,
essentially those that have already hit
a fairly high level of success, and bands
that D’Esposito knows fans will want to
see. The second day consists predomi-

This year’s Bamboozle festival takes place the weekend of April 29th.

nately of alternative rock bands that are
still pushing towards stardom. There is
a great mix of bands that have die-hard
fans, such as The Gaslight Anthem and
The Movielife, who will be reuniting at
this year’s event. The second day also
features lesser-known bands that can
break the mainstream any day now,
such as You, Me, and Everyone We
Know. The last day is a bit of a wildcard, essentially a mix of every genre
D’Esposito can possible book: the “original” premise of Bamboozle, as he says.
One of the highlights of Bamboozle
is the Hoodwink stage, which features
more contemporary bands such as New
Found Glory playing sets of cover songs

from classic bands such as The Ramones.
This year’s set will feature Marky Ramone himself. Hoodwink is currently
only one stage on the third day, but was
intended to be much more. “We wanted
to build a full day for Hoodwink, but
the demand wasn’t there, so we just
have the one stage, but we definitely
want to add a second stage next year.”
D’Esposito prides his event as being
a complete do-it-yourself effort. Though
Bamboozle has grown into a large-scale
music festival, he still prides Bamboozle on the dedication of fans and the
tireless effort of his small crew. He
says the event is “100 percent homemade, our fans come first and we want

Photo courtesy of www.miestilobienesraices.org

to reward them for all the support.”
Future plans for Bamboozle include
branching out into what D’Esposito
calls the “Pass The Mic” tour, featuring more artists and comedians. “We
never want to abandon comedy. We
may have trimmed it a little, but it’s
always been an anchor for us at the
event,” he says. D’Esposito wants to
get music, comedy and community
all working together in the upcoming years, hopefully featuring classes
where fans can learn about music education and business. For all D’Esposito
knows, the next Bamboozle festival
is currently starting out in another
basement somewhere in New Jersey.

Sudden Retirement of Fan Favorite Edge
Injuries Put End to Illustrious Career
Joe Lisnow
Asst. News Editor

Wrestling Superstar Edge shocked
the WWE universe when he announced
on a recent edition of “Raw” that he was
retiring due to injuries. This shocking revelation came out of nowhere as
it was only made known right before
“Raw” went live at 9 p.m. that he had
a major announcement, but retirement
didn’t seem like the most likely scenario.
As the second hour approached on the
live two-hour episode, Edge made his
typical entrance. He took to the microphone and informed the audience that
due to a previous neck injury he had
to retire, as per the advice of his doctors. He was told that if he continued to
wrestle, he would one day be in a wheelchair permanently due to paralysis.
In 2003, Edge broke his neck and
was out for of action for one year. He
mentioned during his retirement announcement that he knew he was
on borrowed time once this injury
set him back. He was recently diagnosed with cervical spinal stenosis
— the narrowing of the spine around
the neck due to chronic deterioration.
As a 13-year veteran of the WWE,
another top star has left the business
at his peak (he was the current world
champion). The one good thing to come
of this was that now, he won’t end up
in a wheelchair. He can have a normal life again. No more 300-plus days
on the road. He’s going to see his dogs
and eat a ton of ice cream, as he put it.
On that “Friday Night Smackdown”
he relinquished his world title. The
show concluded with Edge’s best friend
of 25 years and wrestling superstar
Christian winning a 20-man battle
to royally earn Edge’s spot in upcoming pay-per-view. It seems fitting for
Christian to now be so close to now win
the vacant belt, a well-deserved title
that has evaded his career for too long.

Picked as “most likely to become
WWE champion” in his high school
yearbook, Edge went beyond that.
At 37, he held the most championships in WWE with 31 titles collected, including being an 11-time world
champion. Many thought he would
never achieve world champion-status
because he was too small and didn’t
have the necessary skill level. He was
referred to as a “glorified stuntman.”
If he had to go out, he went out
on top. He retained his world title at
WrestleMania XXVII in his last official match; no better way to go than
as champion at the biggest show
of them all. Every wrestler wishes
they could end their career that way.
Edge has had some of the biggest
moments in recent wrestling history.
He was the winner of the first money in
the bank ladder match, made the “table, ladders and chairs” match popular,
won the 2001 King of the Ring tournament and 2010 Royal Rumble match.
Seeing Edge make his WWE debut
in 1998 and rise to the top is great to
witness. Not often is there a wrestler
that you get the chance to see debut,
win his last match and watch his retirement speech all on live TV. The
way his career ended is a shame, but
it’s for the best. One’s physical health
certainly outweighs the importance
of any job. It was a tough decision
and Edge clearly made the right call.
The wrestler known as “The Rated
R Superstar” accomplished more than
he ever could have, he said during his
speech. He recalled being a child at the
SkyDome at WrestleMania VI when
the Ultimate Warrior won the WWE
title from Hulk Hogan in Canada. Edge
said, “I’m doing this one day,” and not
only did he accomplish this but he went
on to create a great name for himself.
His childhood dream had come true.
Edge dreamed about just making it to
the WWE, let alone becoming one of the

Fan favorite, Edge, recently retired from wrestling.

top wrestlers of the last decade. There
is no one word to describe Edge. All I
can say is that he followed his heart and
seemed to really enjoy himself whenever he stepped out in front of the crowd.
“Never say never in wrestling” is a
line that all fans should follow. Edge will
be back for at least one more match, I
hope; maybe in a tag match with Christian at WrestleMania XXVIII (rumored
to be in their home country of Canada).
That would work as he could do very
little wrestling and just be there to soak
up the crowd’s reaction one more time.
So what will become of the Edge?
He’ll likely take time off to heal and

Photo courtesy of www.wrestlingsuperstars.org

relax, come back in some form either
in front of the audience or in a backstage role. One place I bet we’ll see him
real soon is in the WWE Hall of Fame.
It’s never easy to say goodbye to someone or something you love. Giving up
his lifelong dream as an active wrestler
was visibly tough for Edge. His facial
expression, emotion and tone showed
that wrestling was something he truly
loved. For 13 years, Edge went out to the
ring and put on a performance because
he loved his job. And mostly importantly, he loved to entertain the crowd.
Article continued on page 22
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May 16, 2011–August 25, 2011
Schedule available on WESS.*

No Classes May 30 and July 4 ƈ No Friday Classes
 VW7KUHH:HHN6HVVLRQ 0D\–June 2

 VW6L[:HHN6HVVLRQMay 23–June 30

VW)RXU:HHN6HVVLRQ

0D\–June 9

 QG6L[:HHN6HVVLRQJuly 5–$XJ

 QG)RXU:HHN6HVVLRQ

-XQH–July 7

 (LJKW:HHN6HVVLRQ-XQH–Aug. 4

 UG)RXU:HHN6HVVLRQ

-XO\–Aug. 4

 7ZHOYH:HHN6HVVLRQ0D\–Aug. 4

$XJXVW7KUHH:HHN6HVVLRQAug. 8–Aug. 25

Web registration:
Summer course registration is now available.
6XPPHUUHJLVWUDWLRQPD\EHFRPSOHWHGWKURXJKWKH¿UVWGD\
of the course on a space available basis.
Contact us via e-mail at summer@montclair.edu.

6XPPHU7XLWLRQDQG)HHV
Undergraduate:
NJ Resident:
Non-Resident:

Graduate:

NJ Resident:
Non-Resident:

1st credit: $381.77
1st credit: $607.22

Ea. Add'l credit: $315.27
Ea. Add'l credit: $540.72

1st credit: $638.99
1st credit: $911.53

Ea. Add'l credit: $572.49
Ea. Add'l credit: $845.03

Payment Plan Available

For additional rates and fee schedules, visit montclair.edu/bursar.
Financial Aid may also be available.
* The University reserves the right to cancel courses,
change faculty and/or room assignments, modify its
calendar, and make adjustments to the availability of
the Web registration system.
**Above are the approximate tuition and fees for Summer
Sessions 2011. Tuition and fees are subject to change
without prior notice.

/($51025(
Scan with your smart phone.
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The Conspirator Gets a Winning Verdict
Rober t Redford Dir ects Cour t Room Dr ama
Ken Macri
Staff Writer

Robert Redford’s “The Conspirator”
is a true film that is not only filled with
artistic and genuine courtroom drama
with a cast that embodies the integrity
and valor the United States was built
on. The film’s protagonist Frederick
Aiken (James McAvoy) shares some of
the immoral principles that the countless antagonists in the film embody,
and who let their desires for revenge
affect their ethics and judgement.
It was important that Redford create a sense of distinction within the
cast so he could show the contrast between the true innocence of Mary Surratt (Robin Wright) and the corruption
within the U.S. government, represented by people such as Secretary of
War Edwin Stanton (Kevin Kline).
The critical story about the panic and
legal accusations that followed President Abraham Lincoln’s assassination comes across very real and keeps
the audience involved throughout.
After Lincoln’s assassination, seven
men and one woman (Surratt) are arrested and charged with conspiring
to kill the president, the vice president, and the secretary of state. Surratt owned a boarding house where
John Wilkes Booth and others met
and planned the attacks. Frederick
Aiken, a relatively young Union war
hero, agrees to defend Surratt during
the obviously corrupt trial in which
a guilty verdict is inevitable. As the
trial progresses, the once-reluctant Aiken realizes Surratt may be innocent,
but still continues to doubt, due to his
once-proud allegiance to the Union.
Aiken starts to believe that Surratt is being tried falsely so that the
Union can seek unjust revenge for the
assassination of Lincoln. Surratt’s son
John, the one who should be on trial,
is nowhere to be found. James McAvoy’s performance as Frederick Aiken
is truly outstanding. In my opinion,
it’s his best work since “Atonement.”
McAvoy adequately balances Ai-

James McAvoy and Robin Wright star in “The Conspirator.”

ken’s biased judgment towards Surratt’s claim of innocence and reveals
his newfound passion once he realizes she actually may be blameless.
The film is also heavily reliant on
Wright, as she delivers a pure performance that demonstrates real emotion.
Since “The Conspirator” lets viewers slowly adapt to the true identities of each character, the audience
is able to judge what the truthful
verdict should be by the film’s end.
Overall, “The Conspirator” is a great
film that puts you right in the courtroom next to Aiken, as you share the
passion for justice that he and his fellow soldiers fought so hard to preserve.

Edge’s Sudden Retirement
Continued from page 20

Besides the fact that Edge will live a
normal and healthy life now, the other
good thing to come of this is that we
get to see a new champion crowned;
someone who has never been world
champion before now has their chance
to make their own history. Christian
and Alberto Del Rio will do battle in
a ladder match (Edge’s specialty) to
see who will become the new champion. As one career ends, another has
the chance to skyrocket to the top.
I’ll always recall some of the Edge’s
greatest moments in his career. Being
there live at Madison Square Garden
to see him make is PPV debut, winning his first world title at the elimination chamber ending the nearly
year-long title reign of John Cena, his
live sex celebration on “Raw,” going
through a flaming table with thumbtacks stuck in his back, being there
live at the Citrus Bowl as he headlined WrestleMania XXIV against
the Undertaker and of course watching him say goodbye and thanking all

Fan favorite Edge suddenly retired from wrestling.

of his colleagues, friends and family.
On “Raw” and “Smackdown” the
crowd was able to see wrestlers from
both shows break kayfabe, the term
used in wrestling when wrestlers break
away from their storyline script and
show that all of it is an act; it doesn’t
happen often. I can count on one hand
how many times it’s happened in the
last 20 years. It shows how important
Edge was to the wrestling business.
As Edge made his way backstage following his retirement announcement,
he was greeted by the “Raw” lockerroom with applause. Later that week,
“Smackdown” concluded their entire
locker-room emptied and paid their respect. A well-deserved sendoff to someone who left his mark in the business.
What Edge will choose to do now
that his wrestling career is over is unclear, but one thing is certain to me.
He proved that if someone believes
and tries hard enough they can turn
their childhood dreams into a reality.

Photo courtesy of www.sportsencounter.com

Photo courtesy of www.boxofficebuzz.com

Ken’s Grade:
4 out of 5 Stars
To watch the trailer for
“The Conspirator” visit
www.themontclarion.org.
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This Week in DC Comics...
Alan Vallee
Asst. A&E Editor

Last week was a good one for fans of
DC comics and good comics in general.
Leading the charge was DC with
“Birds of Prey” #11, a stand-alone
story of two star-crossed lovers, Catman and Huntress, a villain and hero
who could star in their own romance
comic. The magic of Gail Simone’s plot
and dialogue would fizzle without Pere
Perez’s art, conveying more emotion
and feeling in one panel than most
get in an entire issue. “Booster Gold”
#43 ended Keith Giffen and JM Dematteis’ 12-issue run on the comic, in
which they added characters and texture to Booster’s mythos. As always,
Chris Batista’s highly-detailed art
made every page a pleasure to look at.
“Generation Lost” by Judd Winick
and Fernando Dagnino builds up to a
very exciting conclusion to that storyline next week. Dagnino’s art is beautiful and Judd Winick’s mysterious
plot gets cleared up a lot while setting

up the Justice League International/
Maxwell Lord conflict even more. Next
week promises to be full of explanation,
as “Generation Lost” and “Brightest
Day” end concurrently, hopefully clarifying some points of both series’ plots.
“Red Robin” #22 continues the Judgment on Gotham event started in
the final issue of “Azrael,” and Tim
Drake’s trial seems to be the easiest
to achieve the moral high ground in
– save the people trapped in a burning church – but the villains find a
way to turn it into a loss. Such is the
life of a superhero, it would seem.
Of course, no week is perfect and
this is no exception. “Titans” is a terrible book that manages to get enough
sales for continued publication merely
by shock value. The writing occasionally rises to the level of average, but only
rarely, and the art is the only redeeming feature as it remains consistently
adept at conveying the disasters that
take place due to the character’s actions
and the disasters of the shoddy writing.
Overall, it’s a good week to be a DC fan.

“Batman and Robin” #gt22 is one of many awesome books available.

Photo courtesy of destroythecyb.org
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Playoff Field Set For Skyline
Men’s Lacrosse Tournament

Mari Espinal I The Montclarion

MSU defender Dustin Malaszuk contains the Mount St. Vincent offense in the Red Hawks’ win on Saturday. MSU’s victory
over the Dolphins clinched a playoff spot for the Red Hawks while also knocking Mount St. Vincent out of contention.
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

The regular season in the Skyline
Conference for men’s lacrosse may not
have reached its official end, but the four
teams that will be participating in the
conference tournament next week are
finalized. Farmingdale State, Montclair
State, New York Maritime and Kean will
battle it out for the conference champion-

ship and an automatic bid to the NCAA
Playoffs.
The fourth and final playoff spot
was sealed on Tuesday night in a game
between Kean and Richard Stockton.
The two teams entered the game tied
for the fourth and final playoff spot in
the Conference with record of 2-2. The
Cougars battled through the rain and
broke a 7-7 third quarter tie by scoring
four straight goals in the final period

to win 11-7, and clinch the final playoff
berth.
Such a struggle was new for a Kean
team that went to the Skyline championship last season, where they fell to the
Red Hawks 12-8. The Cougars have the
second best overall record in the conference at 8-5 but they struggled in play at
times, losing to Farmingdale State 10-6
and getting upset by Maritime 7-6.
For defending champion Montclair

State, it has been anything but an
easy title defense. They opened their
conference schedule with a 9-6 loss to
Farmingdale State and just narrowly
escaped Maritime with a 6-5 win. With
victories over conference doormats Mount
St. Vincent and Mount St. Mary this past
week, the Red Hawks were able to pull
out a four-game winning streak and
clinch a playoff berth in the conference
tournament.
The Red Hawks’ win on Tuesday
over Mount St. Mary also gave them at
least a number two seed in the playoffs.
However, home field advantage is a long
shot for Montclair State at this point, as
Farmingdale State remains undefeated in
the conference with two games remaining
on their schedule entering Wednesday.
The only way MSU can clinch the home
field advantage is if they defeat Kean
in their regular season finale on Friday
and Farmingdale State loses its final
two regular season games to Mount St.
Vincent and Richard Stockton. Given
that Farmingdale’s final two opponents
will not be going to the playoffs, it is not
likely that the surging Rams will lose
both of their final two games.
Barring that Farmingdale falls in its
final two games of the season, the Skyline
tournament bracket is all but set. If they
clinch the number one seed in the tournament, Farmingdale State will host Kean
in the first round of the postseason on
Wednesday. Meanwhile, MSU will host
Maritime also on Wednesday. The winner of the two semifinal games will meet
on Saturday, April 30 in the Skyline
Championship. If these matchups come
to pass, they will be rematches of last
year’s semifinals where Kean defeated
Farmingdale State 9-7 and Montclair
State defeated Maritime 13-9.
This is a new season, and because
Farmingdale, defeated the conference’s
best, they are now the team to beat. The
Red Hawks have a leg up on the Rams by
having more playoff experience and riding a four-game win streak, but it won’t
be easy if they want to win their third
consecutive Skyline Conference title.

NFL Draft Proving Difficult to Predict
Jay Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

The 2011 NFL draft is less than a
week away, ending an offseason of chaos,
speculation and thousands of people
believing they’re college football experts.
With the help of the Internet, ESPN,
blogs and twitter, the pre-season leading up to the draft has become more and
more popular with each passing year.
Fans take the case they heard best and
argue where each player should go, with
some video highlights to back themselves
up and a 24/7 SportsCenter splurge to
increase their knowledge. Everyone
seems to know how the draft is going
to unroll months before it takes place.
But with the evolution of the game over
the past few years and a lockout that
will affect even the minutest of details
casual fans wouldn’t recognize, it’s hard
to gather just how this year’s draft will
end up.
Draft experts are predicting anywhere
between four and seven defensive line
players to be selected in the first 10 picks,
and a first round that can arguably see
no running backs chosen. Quarterbacks
are still a diamond in the rough, though
there are no outright, must-have quarterbacks in this draft. Teams are so
desperate to find a leader that as many
as four may be chosen in the first round,
even though only one of them has definitive first-round potential (and even that’s
iffy at best).
Talent is obviously the first variable
to decide where players go, but I can’t
remember the last time defensive tackles
and defensive ends were more valuable
in terms of using a high draft pick than
running backs, quarterbacks or wide
receivers.
Teams are moving to more two-back
sets, diminishing the value of drafting
one. Recent breakout rushers such as
Cleveland Browns running back Jamaal
Charles and Houston Texans runner
Adrian Foster prove that valuable rushers can be found in the later rounds or as
undrafted free agents.
There is more of an emphasis on rush-

Photo Courtesy of Flickr Account ChoneVazquez

Former Alabama defensive lineman Marcell Dareus is one of the defensive linemen that draft experts believe may be taken
first overall by the Carolina Panthers when the NFL Draft begins next Thursday.
ing the quarterback, along with the rise
of 3-4 defenses (three defensive linemen,
four linebackers) which is why 70 percent
of the top 10 picks in this year’s draft are
speculated to go towards the front line.
And even though the running game isn’t
as popular anymore, teams still want
that big defensive tackle to solidify the
middle of the line, which is why half of
those speculated top 10 picks are defensive tackles. They’re hard to come by and
more highly coveted now than ever.
What makes this draft even harder
to pin down is the fact that teams can’t

trade players (by themselves or along
with draft picks), nor can they sign the
players they select in the draft until after
the lockout is lifted. Teams in need of a
quarterback may have wanted to swipe a
high draft pick for Philadelphia backup
Kevin Kolb or aggravated Bengals quarterback Carson Palmer. These teams are
now forced to pour more resources into
scouting and selecting a quarterback
in the draft. Teams also can’t sign any
undrafted free agents, making the players that weren’t selected more available
to each team rather than being under-

the-radar and a surprise pickup in years
past.
As with everything else, it also comes
down to money, especially with the rich
greedily arguing over $9 billion. The
new Collective Bargaining Agreement is
highly anticipated to yield a lower rookie
wage scale than what they’ve been paying. Soon to be extinct are the $60 million
contracts to players that haven’t played a
single down in the NFL. Spending maybe
$10-12 million on a top 5 draft pick
makes selecting a defensive tackle much
easier to swallow.
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Skyline Women’s Lacrosse
Tournament Bracket Set
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

The Women’s Skyline Conference
Tournament bracket was set on Tuesday
night as the regular season concluded
with a number of exciting games, one
of which was MSU’s 20-9 victory over
Farmingdale State that helped the Red
Hawks capture home field advantage in
the postseason.
The Red Hawks enter the 2011 conference tournament as the defending champions. They will be heavy favorites again
this year, as MSU has won the Skyline
Championship four of the last five seasons. In outscoring their conference foes
by a combined 143-44 this season, they
have proven to be the dominant force in
the conference again.
Tuesday night’s battle between the
Red Hawks and Farmingdale State may
have been a preview of this year’s conference championship game. The Rams were
the team that defeated the Red Hawks in
the conference championship in 2009, the
only season since 2006 that MSU has not
won the Skyline.
Farmingdale State, however, was not
able to earn the second bye to the semifinals. That honor went to Ramapo, a program that surged to the conference championship last season in just their fourth
year of play. The roadrunners edged out
Farmingdale State 13-11 on April 13,
giving them the extra win needed to earn
the second seed.
The Rams instead will host Mount St.
Mary in the first round on Tuesday. The
Knights are only in their second year of
women’s lacrosse but they have managed
to qualify for the postseason in both seasons. However, this is a bit misleading, as
all three of Mount St. Mary’s wins in the
conference this year have come against

Bard, New York Maritime and Sage, all
struggling programs. Farmingdale State
will enter Tuesday’s first-round game as
a heavy favorite. The Rams defeated the
Knights in their regular season meeting
by a score of 11-4 back on April 7.
Meanwhile, the tournament’s number
four seed, Kean, will host the Mount St.
Vincent Dolphins, the number five seed,
in the other first round game on Tuesday.
These two teams faced off in last year’s
first round as well, with the Cougars
defeating the Dolphins to advance to the
semifinals. However, Kean’s program has
not been as strong as in the past. The
Cougars have not been in the Skyline
Championship game since 2008, falling
in the semifinals the last two seasons.
Mount St. Vincent has also not been
as strong as in recent years, however.
The Dolphins were frequently a top four
team in the conference before Ramapo
really got going. Now, the Dolphins have
been relegated to the bottom half of the
Skyline. They lost to the Cougars 24-14
in the regular season and will need to
play better defense against a high-scoring Kean team if they want to advance.
The odds are with Farmingdale
and Kean to advance to the semifinals. Ramapo will play the winner of
Farmingdale State-Mount St. Mary next
Thursday, while the Red Hawks will take
on the Kean-Mount St. Vincent winner.
Kean and Ramapo are two teams that
could sneak up on the Red Hawks. The
Cougars put a scare in MSU during the
regular season, falling in a high-scoring
20-16 battle. Kean is an offensive juggernaut, leading the conference in scoring
with an average of 18 goals per game in
conference action. The duo of Lyndsey
Cannon and Amanda South has combined for 106 goals this season and can
really push the Cougars far if they catch
fire next week.

#1 Montclair St.

Nelson DePasquale I The Montclarion

Senior Kayla Henderson, junior Cora Delfini and junior Maggie Fallon celebrate a
goal from earlier this season. Henderson and Delfini have combined for 82 goals
this season, the second highest total for teammates in the Skyline Conference.
Meanwhile, the Roadrunners are the
only team other than the Red Hawks to
average less than 10 goals allowed per
game. They have done so by allowing the
fewest shots on goal in the conference,
playing a tough containment defense. A
team that plays well in their own end is
always dangerous and the Roadrunners
are hungry for their first conference
title.

However, Montclair State enters the
tournament with the best all-around
team and with the most postseason experience. After a showdown with the number-one team in the country, TCNJ, on
Friday, they will go home and await the
start of their postseason. They will host
either Kean or Mount St. Vincent at
Sprague Field on Thursday, April 28 in
the Skyline Tournament Semifinals.

Semifinal Winner

Winner of Kean/Mt. St.

#4 Kean
#5 Mt. St. Vincent

Vincent

First Round Games:
Tuesday April 26

Skyline
Championship:
Saturday April 30

Semifinals:
Thursday April 28
#3 Farmingdale
#6 Mt. St. Mary

Winner of Farmingdale/
Mt. St. Mary

#2 Ramapo
Semifinal Winner

Graphic Courtesy of Mike Monostra
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Is THIS how your events are being publicized ?
Are you STILL using flyers or chalk to advertise?
Does ANYONE outside your organization
KNOW about your organization?
Would you like to INCREASE your
organization’s visibility AND event attendance?
Would you like it for FREE ?
Contact The Montclarion and learn how your
organization can earn FREE advertising!
Call 973-655-5237, or send an email to:

MontclarionAds@gmail.com
Availability is LIMITED, and distributed on a
“FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED” basis.
ACT NOW, before it’s to late!
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Softball Splits Two with Rowan
Nick Verhagen
Assistant Sports Editor

Montclair State softball (21-5, 9-1
NJAC) extended their win streak to 17
games thanks to a 4-1 victory in game
one of Sunday’s double-header against
Rowan University (20-9, 6-4 NJAC).
Unfortunately, the Red Hawks fell short
in game two and the win streak was
snapped with a 10-7 loss.
Game one was
MSU 4
taken with ease
thanks to yet
Rowan 1
another
seveninning
perforRowan 10
mance by freshman pitcher Alex
MSU 7
Hill. Hill increased
her record to an
astounding 12-2 by shutting down the
middle of the Rowan lineup. She struck
out 10 and only allowed one run on four
hits.
The MSU offense took a while to heat
up. Montclair State made it a 1-0 game
in the top of the third when Hill scored
on senior Leslie Gonzalez’s single to leftcenter. After Rowan tied it at 1-1 in the
bottom of the fourth, MSU responded
with three runs in the top of the fifth.
Sophomore Jamie Paulino was sent in to
pinch run for freshman Katie Muglia and
then scored along with freshman Dana
Amato on a single by sophomore Kelli
O’Brien. O’Brien then scored on a single
by Hill to give MSU a 4-1 lead. Great
pitching and defense held off Rowan, and
the Red Hawks took game one 4-1.
Both offenses were on fire in game
two. Sophomore Jamie Miller was awarded the loss after letting up six runs in
two innings. Hill and freshman Brianna
Rossi also pitched for MSU in game two.
Rossi allowed one run and walked two
in the .2 innings she pitched, and Hill
allowed three runs and struck out four in
her 4.1 innings.
MSU struck first when Gonzalez was
driven in by O’Brien on a single in the
bottom of the first inning. Rowan came
back in the top of the second and tied the
game at 1-1. Montclair State started to
break away in the bottom of the second
inning when junior Stephanie Szeliga

Mari Espinal I The Montclarion

Freshman pitcher Alex Hill struck out 10 Rowan hitters in a 4-1 victory on Saturday. Hill improved her record to 12-2 with
the win.
drove in junior Shannon Mozek. Szeliga
then scored on a single by Muglia.
The top of the third inning was when
things started to go wrong. MSU allowed
six runs on five hits which gave Rowan
a 7-3 lead. Montclair State started to
come back with two runs in the fifth and
sixth innings to come within two at 9-7.

However, their rally was cut short and
Rowan scored their final run in the top
of the seventh inning to make the final
score 10-7.
Despite suffering their first NJAC loss
of the season, the Red Hawks still lead the
conference standings by a full two games,
with eight games remaining on their

schedule. The top-seeded team gets the
honor of hosting the NJAC Tournament,
so finishing in first place could prove to
be huge for the Red Hawks.
Montclair State will be back on the
field on Thursday, April 21 at 3 p.m.
when they play Kean University in a
conference double header in Union.

Baseball Falls in Extra Innings

Mike Monostra I The Montclarion

Junior pitcher Sean Hille held Oneonta State scoreless through seven innings in Monday’s loss before wearing down in the
eighth and ninth innings. Hille still managed to strike out eight hitters in 8.2 innings.
Kofi Biney
Staff Writer

It was a case of déjà vu yet again for the
MSU baseball team,
this time unfortuOneonta 4
nately dealing with a
MSU 3
loss. Montclair State
dropped its second

straight one-run game with a 4-3 loss
to Oneonta State in 12 innings at Yogi
Berra Stadium on Monday afternoon. It
was a particularly tough defeat for the
Red Hawks to swallow as they blew a
2-0 lead in the eighth inning and then a
3-2 lead in the ninth en route to the loss,
which now drops them to 13-11 on the
season.
The game was scoreless through four

innings, thanks in large part to Montclair
State pitcher Sean Hille getting out of
tricky jams in the second and fourth
innings. The Red Hawks took the lead in
the fifth through a solo home run from
second basemen Andrew Himmelfarb (his
first of the season). An insurance run
was added in the seventh as left fielder
Mickey McGraw, who had previously
went 0-3 on the day, hit a two-out double

bringing Himmelfarb home (who had earlier reached base via a single).
Up to that point, there was little
reason to believe that Hille would give
up any runs. While he had some early
trouble, he settled down nicely and held
the Red Dragons scoreless for seven and
a third innings. That would all change,
though, when third basemen Michael
DeCarr singled home shortstop Kevin
Knack to make it a 2-1 game. After
catcher Eric Wells grounded out, pinch
hitter Nate Jones hit a two-out single to
score DeCarr. Suddenly and almost inexplicably, the game was tied up.
Montclair State would take back the
lead in the bottom half of the eighth, albeit under a cloud of controversy. A surefire home run by center fielder Michael
Boggi was ruled to be a double instead of
a home run, despite the fact that the ball
came off the #8 Yogi Berra tribute sign in
left, above the wall. Nevertheless, third
basemen Cody Pace hit a triple to give
the Red Hawks a 3-2 lead into the final
inning.
Unlike Oneonta State, who removed
starting pitcher Ken Smith after five,
MSU elected to keep Hille in the game
long after. It was a move that backfired
to an extent, for Hille simply ran out of
gas. Cody Hitt got on base via an error
from Kevin Bond. After a Sean Fruscio
sacrifice bunt, Jake Robinson hit a timely one-out double that just about brought
home Hitt. Just like that, the game was
tied yet again as it headed into extra
innings.
Remaining all square into the 12th,
reliever Jack Campbell gave up a one-out
home run to Bryan Marotta as Oneonta
State took the lead for the first time.
They would not give up that lead, as
reliever Chris Tyson (who was credited
with the win) had a 1-2-3 inning giving
the Red Dragons a wild 4-3 win.
The Red Hawks will be back in action
with four NJAC games this weekend.
Thye will play a home and home series
with William Paterson, visiting the
Pioneers on Thursday at 3:30 p.m. and
then hosting William Paterson Friday
at 3:30 p.m. MSU will then visit Richard
Stockton in a doubleheader on Saturday
at 11:30 a.m.
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Mickey McGraw making solid contact with a pitch earlier in the season. McGraw is currently batting .286 with 20 hits and
seven RBIs in the 2011 season.
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Morrison-Bird Sets Hammer
Record at West Point
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

“Close but no cigar” was the theme for
MSU track and field on Saturday at the
West Point Open as NCAA provisional
qualifier Heather Gearity fell just short
of victories in hurdles and relay events.
However, it wasn’t all about victories
as MSU thrower Mario Morrison-Bird
put up a new school record in the hammer throw.
Morrison-Bird was able to break the
school record set in 2008 by Eugene
Asimou with a throw of 170’5”. Asimou’s
old record was 163’.5”. James Luginsland
also took part in the hammer throw and
finished in 11th place, launching a throw
of 147 feet.
“Mario has worked tirelessly over the
past four years to get to where he is at
right now,” Luginsland said about his
teammate. “We were out there during
this past winter break with almost two
feet of snow on the ground practicing.
Hard work finally paid off.”

The men’s throwers also got a top-5
performance in the shot put. Dave
Helterbran took fifth place in the event
with a throw of 44’2”. Helterbran’s performance was the second best throw of
the senior’s outdoor season thus far.
Meanwhile, for the MSU women’s runners, it was a tough weekend as blustery
head winds slowed down the times in the
shorter sprint and hurdles events.
Gearity, who was coming off of a
NCAA-provisional qualifying weekend,
had a solid time in the 400m hurdles. The
breakout freshman finished second in
the event with a time of 1:05.42. She was
beaten out in the event by Albany senior
Rebecca Kelly, who won with a time of
1:04.99.
Not able to replicate the success she
had at Rowan the week before, Gearity
led the 4x100m relay team to a secondplace finish. Running the beginning of
the event, Gearity was joined by Ashley
Powell, Antoinetta Altilio and Judline
Tumson to finish the event with a time
of 51.13 seconds. The team’s time was
just a half-second short of their ECAC-

qualifying best time of 50.53 seconds
that they set at Virginia State two weeks
ago.
In the end, the team lost to Army’s
team of Kaitlyn Love, Ashley Gordon,
Carissa Hauck and Tonya Stallard who
turned in a time of 50.10 seconds to easily breeze through with the win.
The women’s team also got a top-5
event from Altilio, who finished in fifth
in the 100m dash. Altilio finished second
in her heat with a time of 13.85 seconds,
placing her in fifth overall in the event.
The MSU men’s and women’s teams
will go to separate meets over the weekend. The women’s team will compete in
the Roadrunner Express at Ramapo on
Friday. Meanwhile, the men’s team will
be heading to East Stroudsburg, Penn.
for the All-American Meet on Saturday.
For many of the athletes, this weekend
may be their final meets before the NJAC
Championships. A select few may go to
the Penn Relays from April 28-30, however, that will be the last event before the
NJAC schools converge on Ramapo on
May 7 for the conference championships.

Women’s Lacrosse
Continued from page 32

Schneider. This only fueled the Red
Hawks to go on a four-goal run by Delfini
and Fallon and another pair from Kayla
Henderson. The Rams responded with
three goals to narrow the gap to 15-8.
They scored one final goal before falling
to the Red Hawks 20-9 for the first place
in the conference.
Delfini finished with five goals, one
assist and two groundballs while Kayla
Henderson and Beal each added four
goals to help spur the Red Hawks to a
victory. Beal also collected two assists

and six draws to help her set a new
Montclair record of 66 for single-season
draw controls, surpassing the previous
record of 58. Midfielder Kelly Schoneveld
added two goals and three assists in this
final regular-season game. This is the
fifth time since 2006 the Red Hawks
have been named Skyline Conference
Champions.
With a perfect finish in the Skyline
conference (8-0), they hope to have continued success in the NJAC (2-0). Montclair
sets out to Ewing, NJ, tomorrow to take
on the number-one ranked TCNJ Lions in

the final regular season game of the conference. “This will only make us better
and help us improve as a team,” Delfini
said. “We are just going to keep working
hard each and every day so we can win
the Skyline Tournament, and make it to
NCAA tournament.”
The Red Hawks’ next home game
will be against either Kean or Mount
St. Vincent on Thursday in the Skyline
Conference Semifinals. The Red Hawks’
next regular season game is on Tuesday
May 3 at 7 p.m. to take on the Raptors of
Rutgers-Camden in NJAC play.

Who’s Hot This Week
Kevin Bond
Catcher — Baseball
Bond won the NJAC Player of the Week award after
hitting .562 with five doubles, one triple and three RBIs
in four games last week.

Kailee Beal
Attacker — Women’s Lacrosse
Beal was named the Skyline Player of the Week after
leading the Red Hawks with four goals and two
assists in their 20-9 win over Mt. St. Vincent on
Saturday.
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Baseball
		

NJAC

Overall

9-1

26 - 4

Rowan

8-2

20 - 7 - 1

RU-Newark

8-2

17 - 10

Kean 		

Ramapo

6-4

22 - 6

W. Paterson

5-4

16 - 11 - 1

MSU

5-5

13 - 11

TCNJ

4-5

17 - 8

Stockton

2-8

16 - 12

NJCU

1-9

6 - 22

RU-Camden

1-9

9 - 16

This Week
4/21 @ W. Paterson
4/22 vs. W.Paterson
4/23 @ Stockton (DH)
4/26 @ York College

3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

Last Week:
4/14 RU-Newark 5, MSU 4
4/15 MSU 8, RU-Newark 1
4/17 MSU 4, Rowan 3
4/17 MSU 8, Rowan 1
4/18 Oneonta St. 4 , MSU 3
(12 innings)

Softball
NJAC
MSU
W. Paterson
Kean
TCNJ
Rowan
Ramapo
RU-Camden
Stockton
RU-Newark
NJCU

9-1
7-3
7-3
6-4
6-4
6-4
5-5
2-8
2-8
0 - 10

Overall
21 - 5
17 - 7
9 - 17
20 - 8
20 - 9
20 - 6
13 - 13
12 - 14
7 - 19
11 - 19

This Week
4/22 vs. RU-Camden
4/23 vs. Polytechnic
4/26 @ Ramapo

3 p.m.
1 p.m.
3 p.m.

Last Week
4/14 MSU 6, Baruch 1
4/14 MSU 10, Baruch 2
4/15 MSU 8, RU-Newark 0
4/15 MSU 8, RU-Newark 0
4/17 MSU 4, Rowan 1
4/17 Rowan 10, MSU 7

Men’s Lacrosse
Skyline

Overall

Farmingdale 4 - 0

7-4

MSU

4-1

7-6

Maritime

4-2

6-8

Kean

3-2

8-5

Stockton

2-3

3 - 10

Mt. St. V

1-4

6-6

Mt. St. M.

0-6

2 - 13

4/22 vs. Kean

This Week

4 p.m.

Last Week
4/16 MSU 15, Mt. St. Vincent 3
4/19 MSU 14 , Mt. St. Mary 3
http://www.montclair.edu/athletics/sports/wlacrosse/images/Henderson.jpg

Game of the Week
Baseball
Friday April 22, 3:30 p.m.
vs. William Paterson
Yogi Berra Stadium
Baseball caps off
back-to-back games against
arch-rival William Paterson,
who look to improve their
position in the standings.

Women’s Lacrosse
Skyline
8-0

Overall
10 - 3

7-1

9-4

Farmingdale 6 - 2

7-6

Kean

5-3

8-7

Mt. St. V

4-4

6-7

Mt. St. M

3-5

4-9

Bard

2-6

3-8

Maritime

1-7

2 - 10

Sage

0-8

0-9

MSU
Ramapo

4/22 @ TCNJ

This Week

7 p.m.

Last Week
4/16 MSU 20, Mt. St. Vincent 9
4/19 MSU 20, Farmingdale St. 9

Softball Splits
Doubleheader with Rowan
p. 28

Baseball Falls Short Against
Oneonta State in 12 Innings
p. 28

Women’s Lacrosse
Playoff Preview
p. 26

MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Top of the Skyline
Women’s Lacrosse Finishes Season with Perfect Conference Record
Kendall Zoppa
Assistant Sports Editor

The Red Hawks ended their
Skyline Conference season perfectly with a 20-9 victory during
a rematch at Farmingdale State
Tuesday afternoon.
The two teams met in
the
Skyline
Conference
Championship game as the Red
Hawks set to avenge their last
two losses on the field. The
Rams (7-6 overall, 6-2 conference play) beat the Red Hawks,
now 8-0 in the conference and
10-3 overall, in this very game
during the 2009 season.
“We were all definitely looking at this game as revenge,”
junior attacker Cora Delfini
said. “They beat us on their
field two times during the 2009
season, one being the Skyline
Conference championship game.
That was the last time we were
on that field and that really
fired us up for this game”.
The first five minutes of the
game proved both teams were
alive and ready to play. Delfini
and sophomore attacker Kailee
Beal wasted no time putting
MSU on top with a 2-0 lead
within the first 44 seconds of the
half. In the moments to follow,
Farmingdale responded with a
goal to cut the Red Hawks’ lead
to just one. Soon after another
Montclair goal, the Rams added
a pair to tie it up at 3-3, with

Nelson DePasquale I The Montclarion

Junior Cora Delfini, seen here during a game earlier this season, scored five goals during the Red Hawks’ 20-9 win over Farmingdale
State on Tuesday.
24:52 still remaining in the
half.
Farmingdale took the lead at
4-3 off a free-position shot by
co-captain and senior attacker
Justine Rothar. This was the

Rams’ final goal of the half.
Montclair followed with an
eight-goal run. Senior attacker
midfielder Kayla Henderson,
sophomore attacker Kailee Beal
and Delfini each added a pair

while junior attacker Maggie
Fallon and senior attacker
Meghan Spitzer added two solo
goals to put them up 11-4 heading into the break.
Within the opening minutes

of the remaining period, the
Rams added an unassisted goal
by sophomore attacker Carley
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Men’s Lacrosse Clinches Playoff Spot
Sal Morrongiello
Staff Writer

With playoff positioning on
the line, the Montclair State
men’s lacrosse team took care of
Mount St. Vincent on Saturday
April 16th by a score of 15-3.
The win
over the
MSU 15
Dolphins
Mt. St. V. 3
w a s
the Red
Hawks’ third consecutive win
and helped them clinch a playoff spot in the 2011 Skyline
Tournament.
MSU went out to prove that
they were better than their
overall and conference records
suggested. They went out and
dominated every facet of the
game, leading 9-0 at halftime
and shutting out Mount St.
Vincent until the fourth quarter
of the game.
The Red Hawks were able
to retain control of the ball
throughout the game, winning
16 draws to the Dolphins’ six.
MSU also won 14 of the final
16 faceoffs, keeping the ball
away from Mount St. Vincent’s
offense.
The Dolphins did put eight
shots on goal in the first three
quarters of the game, but many
of them were easily turned

aside by MSU goalkeeper Mark
Glander as they struggled to set
up legitimate scoring chances.
In the first quarter alone,
Matthew Prongay scored three
goals within four minutes to
help the Red Hawks push out to
a 5-0 lead after one period.
The Red Hawks went on to
add four more goals in the second quarter to stretch their lead
to 9-0, and three in the third
to make it a 12-0 Red Hawk
lead after three periods. MSU
got two goals each from Tyler
Meth, Robert Sinicola, Anthony
Rybek, Thomas Ring and John
Talamo on top of the hat trick
from Prongay. Robert Sinicola
also had three assists, while
Greg Fitzgerald and Kyle Hearn
had two.
Mount St. Vincent scored
three goals in the fourth quarter
against MSU substitute goalie
Michael Dorn to avoid being
shut out, but the Red Hawks
added three more tallies in the
final quarter to wrap up their
victory.
The Red Hawks also were
able to clinch at least a number
two seed in the postseason as
they defeated Mount St. Mary
by a score of 14-3 on Tuesday
night. The game started slowly, with a scoreless first quarter. However, MSU was able to
break out in the second quar-
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Junior Greg Fitzgerald fires a shot on net during the Red Hawks 15-3 victory over Mount St.
Vincent on Saturday.
ter with two goals each from
Prongay and Meth, as well as
one from Jack Skeels to take a
5-0 lead.
Mount St. Mary cut the MSU
lead to 6-2 with two scores early
in the third quarter. However,
that’s as close as the Knights

would get. The Red Hawks
scored seven straight goals
to extend their lead to 13-2
and pocket their fourth conference win of the season. Talamo
scored three goals in the second
half alone and Prongay added a
third goal as well.

The two wins pushed MSU
to 7-6 on the year with a 4-1
Skyline Conference record. The
Red Hawks will wrap up their
regular season Friday afternoon, when they host the Kean
Cougars. Game time is at 4
p.m.

